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Abstract 
Application of parallel manipulator has received a lot of attention recently in the 
industry and the robotic community due to its high accuracy, high rigidity, high operation 
speed, high load capacity and high stiffness as compared with the conventional serial 
manipulator. One of the most popular parallel manipulators that are commonly used for 
aircraft  simulator  is  the  general  purpose  6  degree-of-freedom  (DOF)  Stewart  parallel 
manipulator.  Despite  these  advantages,  the  kinematic  and  dynamic  analyses  are 
extremely complicated. Such models are important in terms of qualitative analysis of the 
required  actuator  forces  to  realize  certain  end-effector  task  (inverse  dynamics),  and 
computing  the  corresponding  end-effector  task  based  on  certain  input  to  the  system 
(forward dynamics). However, till date, not much general symbolic solution is reported to 
aid  the  above  process.  Most  of  the  prior  work  required  some  form  of  heuristic,  or 
introduction of extra spring/damper elements to approximate the solutions. This thesis 
addresses the possibility in using the state-of-the-art symbolic manipulation software tool 
to derive the general kinematic and dynamic equation of motion of the system so that 
more  accurate  solution  can  be  computed.  However,  there  are  still  consideration  are 
needed to accurately simulate such systems. We address these issues using the example 
of Stewart parallel manipulator and highlight the solution to the corresponding challenges. 
Control  using  stabilizing  inverse  dynamics  was  implemented  to  enhance  trajectory 
tracking of the system. 
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1  Introduction 
Parallel manipulators are robot manipulators that consist of (multiple) closed-loops 
mechanical structure. Such manipulators gained significant interest recently due to its 
high accuracy, high load capacity, high rigidity, and high operation speed as compared 
with the conventional serial manipulators. Due to these advantages, parallel manipulators 
can be found in many applications, including aircraft simulators, adjustable articulated 
trusses,  mining  machines,  pointing  devices,  and  walking  machines.  One  of  the  most 
popular parallel manipulators is the Stewart platform [1], (see Figure 1-3) which consists 
of a moving platform that is connected to a fixed base by six extensible limbs. Each limb 
is made up of a cylinder and a piston that are connected together by a prismatic joint. The 
upper end of each limb is connected to the moving platform by a spherical joint, whereas 
the lower end is connected to the fixed base by a universal joint. Each prismatic joint is 
driven  by  a  hydraulic  actuator  or  a  DC  motor  via  a  linear  ball  screw.  Such  parallel 
manipulator can perform general six degree-of-freedom (DOF) tasks. 
 
Figure 1-1: Schematic diagram of a Stewart platform [2] 
 
1.1  Classification of robots  
Robots can be broadly classified using various criteria. Tsai [3] classified the robots 
based  on  their  degree-of-freedom  (DOF),  kinematic  structure,  dive  technology, 
workspace geometry and motion characteristics. In terms of DOF, in general, the task 
space of the spatial robot are 6 dimensional ( x,  y , z , f , y , q ) , hence they need at 
least  6  dimensional  joint  space  to  perform  the  general  6  DOF  task.  Such  robot  is   2 
categorized as a general purpose robot. If the dimension of the joint space is less than 6, 
then the robot is deficient, other of the dimension of the joint space is more than 6, then 
the robot is redundant. We will emphasize on a general purpose robot in this thesis. 
In terms of kinematic structure, robots can be classified based on their structural 
topology. A robot can be said as a serial robot if its kinematic structure is in the form of 
open  chain.  Example  includes  PUMA,  Rhino,  etc.  another  class  of  robots  are  called 
parallel manipulator. They possess closed-loop mechanical chains in the structure. Such 
manipulator includes the general four-bar mechanism [4], 3-RRR [5], Stewart platform 
[1]. The general comparison between these two different kinds of robots can be found in 
Table 1. However, we will emphasize on the later type of robot in this thesis. 
Table 1 Comparison between serial and parallel manipulator 
  Serial  Parallel 
Payload capacity  Low  High 
Stiffness  Low  High 
Workspace  Larger  Smaller  
Singularity  Less  Complicated 
Kinematic/dynamic 
analysis  Easier  Harder 
Power to load ratio  High  Low 
Inertia  Low  High 
Reconfigurability  Easy  Hard 
 
 
Figure 1-2: Serial manipulator vs. parallel manipulator 
 
In  terms  of  drive  technology,  the  robots  are  classified  based  on  their  actuation 
methods. The methods include electric, hydraulic and pneumatic. Such drive technology 
are determined based on their operating speed and payload capacity [6]. For instance, 
Sugar and Kumar [7] developed a three-DOF actively controlled arm using DC motors to 
adjust the effective compliance of the parallel manipulator to realize cooperative payload   3 
transport. General Stewart-Gough platform relies on pneumatic or hydraulic cylindrical 
actuator to carry heavier human payload.  
In terms of workspace geometry, the fundamental definition is the volume of the 
space  of  the  end-effector  can  reach.  It  can  be  loosely  termed  as  the  “task  space” 
characteristic of the robot. For instance, Cartesian robots are robots that create only three 
translational workspace, and cylindrical and spherical robots are robots having workspace 
that can be parameterized using cylindrical and spherical coordinates. 
Finally, in terms of motion characteristics, the robots are classified based on their 
nature  of  motion.  For  instance,  full  isotropic  robots  [8]  are  robots  that  have  equal 
manipulability [9] in all direction of its motion, orthoglide [10] is parallel manipulator 
that allow only one isotropic direction at one time, and spherical mechanisms are parallel 
manipulator that allow only isotropy in the spherical motion. 
1.2  Parallel Manipulator 
 
Mobility (Degrees of freedom) 
  ( )
1
6
g
i
i
M n g f
=
= - +∑   (1.1) 
where 
n-Number of moving links 
g  - number of joints 
i f  - connectivity 
In Stewart platform case,  19 n = ,  24 g = ,  1 i f = , so  ( ) 6 19 24 36 6 M = - + =  
As  mentioned  previously,  the  focus  of  the  thesis  is  on  the  analysis  of  parallel 
manipulator,  specifically  the  Stewart  platform.  Depicted  in  Figure  1-3,  a  parallel 
manipulator  consists  of  a  base  and  an  end-effector  and  intermediate  links.  The 
intermediate links form multiple closed-loops. Due to such closed-loop structure, not all 
the joints needed to be actuated. The actuated joints are called the active joints, while the 
unactuated  joints  are  called  the  passive  joints.  By  actuating  the  active  joints,  the 
constraints due to the closed-loop structure can create specific motion at the end-effector. 
Hence, the motion of the system can be depending on: (1) the actuation of the active 
joints, and (2) the design (link lengths and joints type) of the system.   4 
Although parallel manipulator possesses many advantages over conventional serial 
manipulators, it has multiple drawbacks. These include small workspace, heavy weight 
and also low power-to-weight ratio. Perhaps the most challenging issue is its complex 
configuration,  which  results  in  complex  kinematics  and  dynamics  analysis.  We  will 
address these in the thesis.  
1.3  Enumeration of 6 DOF parallel manipulators   
Before we look at the research issues in general parallel manipulator, in this section, 
we enumerate some examples of 6 DOF parallel manipulators used in the industry or the 
academia.  
   
(a)  (b) 
   
(c)  (d)   5 
 
 
 
(e)   
Figure 1-3: (a) Moog Base (b) The Detapod, (c) Driving simulator with motion system, (d) Stewart 
platform (e) Motion Chair  
 
In Figure 1-3(a) Moog Base, (courtesy of NYSCEDII in University at Buffalo), is a 
motion  simulator  can  be used to  simulate  automobile  motion.  It can  also  be  used  in 
entertainment industry to simulate realistic motion. Figure 1-3(b) shows the Deltapod 
developed in ABB Corporate Research, Sweden. The Deltapod was developed to define 
the geometry of car body parts during framing and welding with numerically controlled 
locator  points.  Figure  1-3(c)  is  driving  simulator  with  motion  system  developed  in 
Wuerzburg  Institute  for  Traffic  Sciences  GmbH,  German.    Figure  1-3(d)  is  Stewart 
platform developed in National University of Singapore, which can be used to position 
parts for an assembly operation, or when it is inversely mounted, as a tool post for metal 
removal  operations  on  an  NC  machine.  Figure  1-3(e)  is  Motion  Chair,  courtesy  of 
Wuerzburg Institute for Traffic Sciences GmbH, German. From the above enumerated 
examples, we can see that such general purpoe parallel manipulators are being utilized in 
many applications. Hence, it is important to understand the mechanics of such system to 
better design the structure and the controller to the systems to realize useful tasks. 
1.4  Analysis of Parallel Manipulator 
There  are  several  research  issues  in  parallel  manipulator,  including  kinematics, 
dynamics analysis, and control, etc. 
Typically  kinematics  analysis  includes  inverse  forward  analysis  and  kinematics 
analysis. Forward analysis is convert joint variables to end-effector variables. Typically,   6 
it only has unique end-effector solution.  It is used for simulation and find the workspace 
of manipulators. Otherwise, inverse kinematics is convert end-effector variables to joint 
variables, and typically it has multiple joint angle solutions. It possible reaches infinite 
solutions at singularities. It is used for control. 
(a)  (b) 
Figure 1-4: (a) Kinematic analysis (b) conversion between forward kinematics and inverse 
kinematics 
 
Dynamics  analysis  includes  forward  dynamics  and  inverse  dynamics.  Typically, 
forward  dynamics  is  given  the  actuator  forces  and  find  the  motion.  It  is  used  for 
simulation. Inverse dynamics is given the motion and find the actuator forces. It is used 
for control. 
Since Stewart platform is a nonlinear system, it is hard to control compared to serial 
manipulators.  The  following  control  methods  have  been  used  in  Stewart  platform: 
feedback linearization control, sliding control, H¥ control, adaptive control, etc 
1.5  Comparison Existing MCAE Software  
Though there have been numerous multibody computer-aided engineering (MCAE) 
software packages, e.g. DADS, ADAMS, Working Model, Visual Nastran, SD/FAST, 
Pro/Mechanica, Dynamic Designer, SolidWorks/COMSOL, etc, to automate and simplify 
the modeling and analysis of multibody system performance, and these tools allow the 
user  to  piece  together  multibody  systems  by  specifying  the  spatial  layout  of  the 
components and interconnections within a 3D graphical user interface. More importantly, 
the  formulation  and  solution  engines  allow  the  user  to  simulate  and  analyze  the 
multibody  system  under  a  variety  of  initial  conditions  and  inputs.  However,  these 
software  packages  do  not  give  the  user  direct  access  to  the  underlying  equations  of   7 
motions. Hence, control methods that depend on explicit equations would require either 
an  independent  derivation  or  a  technique  for  fitting  models  by  system  identification. 
Moreover, sensitivity can be studied after getting the equations of motions 
DynaFlexPro  (DFP),  released  in  the  middle  of  2005  by  MotionPro,  Inc.,  and 
currently in version 3.1.0, is marketed by MapleSoft, Inc., of Waterloo, Ontario. [11] 
DFP  is  a  Maple  toolbox  that  allows  control  engineers  to  symbolically  create 
mathematical models for analyzing the dynamic behavior of large articulated multibody 
systems.  DFP  combines  graph-theoretic  modeling techniques  with  Maple’s  computer-
algebra  manipulation  capabilities  to  automatically  create  the  symbolic  equations  of 
motion (EOMs).  DFP also offers the capability to export the symbolic EOMs to other 
platforms (C, FORTRAN, and MATLAB) using code-generation code. 
1.6  Literature Review 
The Stewart platform was first reported in a paper by V. E. Gough in 1956 [1]. Due 
to  the  closed-loop  structure  and  kinematic  constraints  of  the  Stewart  platform,  the 
dynamic equations are quite complicated to derive. However, several approaches have 
been  proposed  including  Principle  of  Virtual  Work,  Newton-Euler  formulation, 
Lagrangian formulation, Kane’s method, etc. 
Tsai derived the complete dynamic equations for the Stewart platform through the 
Principle of Virtual Work [2]. B. Dasgupta and T. S. Mruthyunjaya developed dynamic 
equations through the Newton-Euler formulation [12]. H. Cheng studies Stewart platform 
through the Lagrangian formulation [13]. M.-J. Liu provided the dynamic formulation 
through Kane’s method [14]. J. Wang, C. Gosselin, and L. Cheng derived the dynamic 
equations  through  Virtual  Spring  Approach  [15].  Guo  and  Li  presented  the  explicit 
compact closed-form dynamic equations in the task-space by applying combination of the 
Newton-Euler method with the Lagrange formulation including the dynamics of the legs 
for the Stewart platform manipulator [16].  From these methods, we can see these hand 
derivation  method  are  rather  complicated  due  the  complicated  close-loop  geometry, 
tedious and prone to error. However, fewer papers can be found on the forward dynamics 
of Stewart platform. Several control methods can be found in these papers [13, 17-20]   8 
In this thesis, we use a toolbox called DynaFlexPro to generate the symbolic form of 
dynamic  model  without  hand  derivation,  and  both  forward  dynamics  and  inverse 
dynamics of Steward platform will be considered.  
1.7  Research Issues and Goals  
The  following  topics  of  Stewart  platform  will  be  covered  in  this  thesis,  inverse 
kinematics, forward dynamics, inverse dynamics, and control. 
Inverse kinematics, generally speaking, is known the end-effector motion and to find 
the joint motion. 
Forward dynamics is known the actuator forces and to find out the motion. 
Inverse dynamics is known motion and to find out the actuator forces. 
To ensure the system on the desired trajectory, a feedback linearization controller 
plus PD controller will be considered and stabilizing inverse dynamic controller.  
1.8  Organization of the thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized in the following chapters.  
In  Chapter  2,  we  describe  the  general  procedure  of  the  use  of  DynaFlexPro  is 
constiuoting  the  dynamic  equations  of  a  parallel  manipulator.  Although  the 
documentation  of  the  software  is  available,  we  highlight  the  important  steps  that are 
pertaining to the thesis. 
Chapter 3 describes the formulation of inverse kinematics for the Stewart platform 
under consideration in  details. This is done by hand and is vital to obtain the initial 
condition of the system. 
Chapter 4 begins solving the forward dynamics problem using DynaFlexPro for the 
Stewart  platform  under  consideration.  Detailed  procedures  and  related  mathematical 
descriptions are illustrated with various case studies. 
Chapter 5 then formulate the solution of the inverse dynamics problem for the same 
system. This is important since it is a “control problem”. The sensitivity of the required 
actuator forces to actuate the system is also studied. 
Chapter  6  proposes  a  control  scheme  using  stabilizing  inverse  dynamics  was 
implemented to enhance trajectory tracking of the system. 
Chapter 7 then concludes the thesis and suggests future possible research avenues.   9 
2  Building DynaFlexPro Model 
DynaFlexPro  is  a  Maple  toolbox  that  can  automatically  generate  the  symbolic 
kinematic and dynamic equations for rigid and / or flexible multibody systems, from a 
given  description.  Kinematic  equations  are  generated  using  linear  graph-theoretic 
methods while dynamic equations of motions are formulated using the notion of virtual 
work.  
Specifically, by choosing different set of generalized coordinates, different kinematic 
and dynamic equations can be derived depending on the application. Hence it is possible 
to reduce the dynamic equations using a minimal set of general coordinates. To do so, the 
software can use an orthogonal complement of the Jacobian of the kinematic constraint 
equations  to  project  to  the  “feasible  motion  direction”  of  the  EOM.  This  orthogonal 
complement is obtained through partitioning of the virtual displacements and velocities 
into  independent  and  dependent  variables.  It  is  easier  solve  the  symbolic  dynamic 
equations for the actuator loads, especially if the actuated joint coordinates are selected to 
be the independent set of virtual displacements and velocities. To speed up the numerical 
computation of the actuator loads, the orthogonal complement is only evaluated during 
the numerical solution process. The details of the above process can be found in [21].  
2.1  DynaFlexPro 
The goal of this chapter is to explicity show process of using DynaFlexPro to obtain 
the symbolic kinematic and dynamic equations for rigid and flexible multibody system. 
While  the  help  files  and  the  documentation  [22]  provide  the  description  of  such 
procedures, the purpose is to: (1) extract the important steps that are relevant to this 
project, (2) fill in the missing parts of the documentation, and (3) develop the author’s 
understanding of the operation of the software. 
The version DynaFlexPro that is being introduced here is version 3.1.0. As compared 
with  the  earlier  versions,  the  developed  graphical  user  interface  (GUI)  significantly 
enhances the user friendliness of the software. The GUI consists of: 
Project Manager User Interface (Figure 2-1(a)): This interface guides you through 
the model development process with step-by-step instructions, buttons and dialog boxes,    10 
Model Development Guide (Figure 2-1(b)): This is a step-by-step guide to create a 
new model, or to load an existing one, to generate the model equations and to view them.  
Coordinate System Selection in ModelBuilder (Figure 2-1(c)):  DynaFlexPro allows 
the user to select the starting coordinate system to which the rest of the system reference 
frames are mapped. This can produce much more concise equations than purely absolute 
coordinates. However, to use this feature, some knowledge about linear  graph theory 
concepts like T-Trees and R-Trees and how they relate to the coordinate systems need to 
be known. 
Equation  Builder  Assistant  (Figure  2-1(d)):  This  interface  walks  through  the 
convention of the model description to the kinematic and dynamic equations that describe 
the motion of the system. There are many options that can be set in this process without 
knowing any Maple command syntax. It is easy to navigate through the resulting model 
to view and to export the equations.  
Simulation  Assistant  (Figure  2-1(e)):  All  parameters  are  available  through  the 
Simulation  Assistant  to  produce  plots  of  the  behavior  of  the  system.  All  the  Maple 
commands used to produce the simulation can be saved to a Maple worksheet for easy re-
execution.   
 
(a)  (b)   11 
(c)  (d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 2-1: New features in DynFlexPro 3.1.0 graphical user interface (GUI), (a) project manager 
user interface, (b) model development guide, (c) Coordinate System Selection in ModelBuilder, (d) 
Equation Builder Assistant, (e) Simulation Assistant 
 
There are six stages in creating and simulating the equations of motions (EOM) in 
DynaFlexPro shown in Figure 2-2. The first stage involves the construction of frames of 
reference, interconnections between bodies, and application of motion and force drivers. 
The second stage, a Java-based GUI ModelBuilder (MB) aids the user in translating the 
modeling decisions of the first stage into a form suitable for further processing by the set 
of Maple routines. The automated generation of symbolic EOMs from the ASCII based 
*.dfp file forms. The third stage, culminating in the creation of a Maple module providing 
multiple  access  methods  to the  EOM  data. The  fourth stage  is  the  simulation  of  the 
system dynamic equations that can either use Maple’s numeric and symbolic capabilities.   12 
The fifth stage, simulation results can be plotted either using Plot Builder or Maple in-
line  command.  The  sixth  stage,  the  EOMs  or  procedures  can  be  implemented  on  an 
external simulation platform, for example MATLAB S-Function scripts, C language, etc. 
 
Figure 2-2: The flow chart of using DynaFlexPro to analysis a system 
2.2  Modeling 
In the modeling stage either chooses the Graphical User Interface, or type in the 
command line in Maple worksheet. To start building a model, first launch the Project 
Manager User Interface, shown in Figure 2-1(a), by typing the following,  
>   
>   
 
There  are three  main functions in DynaFlexPro Project Manager User Interface, 
they are Model Construction (Figure 2-1(b)): this describes a system and generates its 
symbolic equations. Simulation And Plotting (Figure 2-1(c)): this creates simulation and 
plots the results. Code Generation (Figure 2-1(d)): this generates optimized procedures in 
a variety of languages, e.g. C, MATLAB s-function, FORTRAN. We will look into each 
function in detail in the following sessions. 
2.2.1  Building model in Model Builder 
We  build  models  using  Model  Construction.  There  are  three  parts  in  Model 
Construction, they are Build Model Description: once clicked, a ModelBuilder, which can 
be used to construct a block diagram representation of the system, will pop up. A system 
is  modeled  using  ModelBuilder  to  create  the  components  and  their  interconnections, 
specify parameters, and select modeling coordinates. Either load a previously generated 
description file (indicated by the ‘*.mb’ file), or create new model by leaving the above 
entry blank.    13 
The user can also type in Mape command line in worksheet:  
ModelBuilder( ); 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2-3: (a) ModelBuilder, (b) DynaFlexPro dfp generator 
 
In  DynaFlexPro,  the  mechanical  models  are  built  using  the  Model  Construction 
function the step-by-step manner. Once the Model Builder button is clicked, the user can 
then build the model in the workspaceprovided. To build a system model, one begins by 
adding rigid and/or flexible bodies into the system.  These bodies can then be connected 
to each other, or the ground body, by a variety of joints, motion drivers, forces, and 
moments.  The model is completely defined when coordinates are selected and system-
level parameters (e.g. gravitational acceleration) are specified. The user can also define 
parameters and modeling coordinates using the window based interface. The details of 
the construction will be described in an example later in this thesis. Finally, the user can 
also load a previously generated mb file in this interface. 
2.2.2  Generation of dfp file 
Once the model is created, use ModelBuilder to export to a DynaFlexPro input file 
(‘*.dfp’) by click “Export to DFP”, see Figure 2-3(b). dfp file will be used to generate 
equations of motion later.   14 
2.3  Building equations and expressions 
Once an dfp file is created, DynaFlexPro can symbolically formulate the system’s 
equations of motion. Upon completion, the system’s equations are automatically save to a 
lib file. Symbolic equations are generated using the interactive or command-line versions 
of BuildEQs, for the system model created in ModelBuilder.  Expressions can be viewed 
and extracted using the expression builder graphical user interface. 
2.3.1  DynaFlexPro: Equation Builder 
One  can  obtain  system’s  equations  of  motion  in  symbolic  form  either  using  the 
interactive graphical user interface (GUI) or command-line versions of BuildEQs. 
Calling Sequence is: 
>   
 
 
Figure 2-4: DynaFlexPro: Equation Builder 
 
The following options can be chosen to define the form of the equations output: 
(a) 'InputFileName'= string 
The name of the file that describes the physical system for which the governing 
equations are being generated. Although they can be created with any text editor and 
knowledge of the proper syntax, these files are generally created using DynaFlexPro's 
ModelBuilder application, launched via the DynaFlexPro[BuildModel] command.  These 
files generally have a `.dfp` file extension. 
 (b) 'ModelName'= string   15 
Indicates the name of the model within the worksheet. Once BuildEQs has finished 
executing,  DynaFlexPro  will  assign  a  module  containing  the  system's  governing 
equations to this name in the worksheet. 
 (c) 'AugType'= string 
A string indicating whether the contributions of constraint reactions to the dynamic 
equations are represented by their actual values ("Reaction") or by Lagrange multipliers.  
Allowable values are "Lagrange" and "Reaction".  This value is ignored for systems that 
do not contain any kinematic constraints.  The default setting is "Reaction". 
(d) 'KinSimpType'= string 
A string indicating which of Maple's built-in simplification procedures (simplify, 
combine)  should be applied to the system's kinematic exports.  Allowable values are 
"Simplify", "SimplifyTrig", "Combine", "CombineTrig" or "None".  The default value 
for this option is "Simplify". 
 (e) 'DynSimpType'= string 
A string indicating which of Maple's built-in simplification procedures (simplify, 
combine)  should be applied to the system's dynamic exports.  Allowable values are 
"Simplify", "SimplifyTrig", "Combine", "CombineTrig" or "None".  The default value 
for this option is "Simplify". 
 (f) 'MaxSmallQOrder'= posint 
Indicates the maximum order for the elastic coordinates appearing in the system's 
governing  equations.If  no  flexible  bodies  are  included  in  the  system,  this  option  is 
ignored.  The default value for this option is 1. 
 (g) 'SaveToLib'= boolean 
Indicates whether or not to save the resulting model to a .lib file for future, quick 
retrieval using the DynaFlexPro[GetModel] command.  Note: the .lib file is required for 
some of DynaFlexPro's other commands to function properly. 
 (h) 'SilentMode'= boolean 
Setting this option to true hides the output generated by the BuildEQs command.  By 
default, this value is false. 
For example, one can get equations of motion directly using the following command   16 
>   
 
Otherwise, GUI can be used here. There are four main options to set the equation 
generation  options,  the  first  one  is  choosing  “simplification  technique  to  be  used  on 
kinematic  equation”,  and  “None”,  “Simplify”,  “SimplifyTrig”,  “Combine”, 
“CombineTrig” can be chosen. “Simplify” command is used to apply simplification to an 
expression.  While  “Combine”  command  is  often  successful  at  simplifying  complex 
trigonometric  expression  that  typically  appear  in  kinematic  equations.  We  often  use 
“Combine” in complex parallel models. 
The  second  one  is  choosing  “simplification  technique  to  be  used  on  dynamic 
equations”, and “None”, “Simplify”, “SimplifyTrig”, “Combine”, “CombineTrig” can be 
chosen. “Simplify” command is often used to simplify the dynamic equations. 
The third one is “generalized constraint forces as Lagrange multipliers or as reaction 
variables”,  either  “Lagrangian”,  “Reaction”  can  be  chosen.  “Lagrangian”  is  used  to 
derive  the  augmented  dynamic  equations  with  the  constraint  reactions  represented 
implicitly  by  Lagrange  multipliers,  while  the  “Reaction”  command  is  used  to  derive 
augmented dynamic equations with the constraint reactions appearing explicitly. The last 
one is “maximum order for expressions containing elastic coordinates”, and “1”, “2”, “3” 
can be chosen. 
2.3.2  DynaFlexPro: Expression / Procedure Builder 
We can use this tool to view the system’s symbolic expressions. There are two main 
source of expressions and procedures. The first is frame related expressions. We can 
either “mechanical translational” or “mechanical rotaional” expressions in different 
frames can be found. In “mechanical translational” domain, “displacement”, “velocity”,   17 
“acceleration” can be calcuated. In “mechanical rotational” domain, “rotation matrix”, 
“angular velocity”, “angular acceleration” can be calculated. Table 2 is the expressions 
and procedures which can be generated from DynaFlexPro. 
Table 2 Expressions and Procedures which can be generated from DynaFlexPro 
Property  Expression 1  Expression 2  Expression 3 
Mechanical 
translational  Displacement  Velocity  Acceleration  Frame 
related 
expressions  Mechanical 
translational  Rotation matrix  Angular velocity  Angular 
Acceleration 
State variable  Generalized 
coordinates 
Generalized 
speeds 
Model parameters  Model inputs 
Derivative of 
generalized 
coordinates 
A matrix (from 
GetAYBSys()) 
Y vector (from 
GetAYBSys()) 
B vector (from 
GetAYBSys()) 
Mass matrix  Generalized force 
vector 
Dynamic 
equations 
System equations 
System ordinary-
differential 
equations (ODE) 
Position 
coordinates 
Velocity 
coordinates 
Constraint 
Jacobian wrt 
generalized 
coords. 
Constraint 
Jacobian wrt 
generalized speeds 
Built-in DynaFlexPro 
Expressions / Procedures 
RHS of velocity 
constraints 
RHS of 
acceleration 
constraints 
Reaction 
coefficient matrix 
 
 
Figure 2-5: DynaFlexPro: Expression / Procedure Builder   
   18 
The other is built-in DynaFlexPro expressions / procedures, the following system 
characteristics  can  be  got,  “state  variable”,  “generalized  coordinates”,  “generalized 
speeds”, “model parameters”, “model inputs”, “derivative of generalized coordinates”, 
“A  matrix  (from  GetAYBSys())”,  “Y  vector  (from  GetAYBSys())”,  “B  vector  (from 
GetAYBSys())”,  “mass  matrix”,  “generalized  force  vector”,  “gynamic  equations”, 
“system  equations”,  “system  ordinary-Differential  equations  (ODE)”,  “position 
coordinates”,  “velocity  coordinates”,  “constraint  Jacobian  wrt  generalized  coords”, 
“constraint Jacobian with respect to generalized speeds”, “RHS of velocity constraints”, 
“RHS of acceleration constraints”, “reaction coefficient matrix”.  
Maple command-line version is also can be applied here, the following is an example 
of getting a frame:  
>   
2.4  Simulation and Plotting 
 
Figure 2-6: DynaFlexPro: Simulation and Plotting 
Once a model store file has been selected (‘*.lib’ indicated above), DynaFlexPro 
uses  Maple’s  advanced  ODE  and  DAE  integrators  to  perform  forward  dynamic   19 
simulations. Once completed, the results are saved in the model’s store file (‘*.lib’) for 
analysis and plotting. 
The kinematic and dynamic equations obtained are solved numerically.  Plots can be 
used to display the system motion. 
2.4.1  DynaFlexPro: Forward Dynamic Simulation Builder 
This tool performs and stores a forward dynamic simulation on a model created with 
DynaFlexPro.  It  has  the  same  function  as  the  BuildSimulation  command.  The 
BuildSimulation  command  performs  a  forward  dynamic  simulation  on  the  selected 
model's equations of motion.  The command uses dsolve/numeric in order to integrate the 
equations.  In most cases, BuildSimulation internally converts the governing equations 
into an optimized Maple procedure prior to integration.  However, if a DAE solver is 
requested  (rkf45_dae  or  mebdfi),  BuildSimulation  will  pass  the  unaltered  system 
equation equations directly to dsolve/numeric/DAE. 
 
Figure 2-7: DynaFlexPro: Forward Dynamic Simulation Builder 
 
In a forward dynamic simulation, first, we give a simulation name, simulation time, 
and also number of data points to store (for plotting). Then choose integration details. 
Each    following  integrator  can  be  chosen  dverk78,  gear[bstoer],  gear[polyextr], 
lsode[adamsfunc],  lsode[backfull],  rkf45,  rkf45_dae,  mebdfi.  All  of  these  solvers  are 
Maple intergrator solvers. We only introduce rkf45, dverk78, mebdfi, rkf45_dae here, for 
more integrators refer to Maple help.   20 
rkf45- finds a numerical solution using a Fehlberg fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta 
method with degree four interpolant. This is the default method of the type=numeric 
solution for initial value problems when the stiff argument is not used. 
dverk78– finds a numerical solution using a seventh-eighth order continuous Runge-
Kutta method. 
mebdfi – finds a numerical solution of a DAE system using the Modified Extended 
Backward Differentiation Equation Implicit method. This method is a stiff method, so 
can handle stiff problems efficiently. It can be used to solve regular ODE problems, but 
use of regular ODE solvers is recommended for that purpose. 
rkf45_dae  -  standard  numerical  methods  designed  for  ODE  IVP  that  have  been 
extended to the solution of DAE problems. Specifically, the solvers have been extended 
to  the  solution  of  regular ODE  and  limited  index  1  DAE  (that  can  be  isolated for  a 
required dependent variable). The system is reduced to this specific index 1 system via 
index reduction. 
Furthermore,  we  set  the  relative  error,  absolute  error  and  baumgarte  constraint 
stabilization parameters, a , b  [23].  Generally, these parameters are used to control the 
position  and  the  velocity  constraint  violation  for  constrained  systems  that  are  not 
integrated with a DAE solver. 
One popular method for converting these DAEs to ODEs is to replace the position 
constraints  with  the  acceleration  constraints,  which  are  then  numerically  integrated 
simultaneously with the ODEs from the dynamic equations.  In the integration process, 
though,  the  accumulation  of  numerical  errors  will  lead  to  violations  in  the  position 
constraint equations (visually, the cotree joints will float apart).  Baumgarte proposed a 
method  to  stabilize  these  constraints,  by  combining  the  position,  velocity,  and 
acceleration constraints into a single expression:  
2 2 0 c a b + Y+ F =  
which can be written as a  linear equation in terms of the accelerations:  
2 2 p
dp
e
dt
a b e Y = - Y - F =    21 
By integrating this expression for the accelerations, the Baumgarte parameters α and 
β will act to stabilize the constraints at the position level.  These parameters are set using 
the DynaFlexPro command: 
> SetBaumgarte([alpha,beta]); 
where α and β must be given numerical values prior to numerical  solution.  Typical 
values range from 1 to 10, and depend upon the characteristics of the particular system 
under study. 
As explained below, Baumgarte stabilization is automatically used in the exports for 
constrained  dynamic  systems.  If  the  Baumgarte  parameters  are  not  set,  then  default 
values of 0 are assumed (i.e. no constraint stabilization). 
Lastly fill in initial coordinate for state variables and parameter and function value. 
Most of time, they need to calculate from kinematic constraints. 
Other than Forward Dynamic Simulation Builder, command line also applies here, 
for example, simulation code in forward dynamics of Stewart platform. 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/F_Velocity/Stewart
Platform_ForwardDynamics.lib"): 
sSimuationName := "StewartPlatform_ForwardDynamics": 
leICs := [.6, .6, .6, .2906467185, -.9225679501e-1, .9292256559, 1.031772065, -
.3637905252, -.8322005449e-1, 0., 0., 0., .7647807654, -.4161797554, .6594819609, -
.5801182891, -.3867272357, -.1424510437, .5361751769e-2, -.9842119369e-1, -
.3774580431, -.6964441458, -.6648131989, -.5762343732, -1.5, 0., 1., -.7386749031, -
.7383043156, -.7383043156, -.7386749031, -.7382848975, -.7382848975, 0., 0., 0., -
.7783874433, 1.075047787, -1.315765555, 1.075206623, 1.315765555, 
1.075206623, .7783874433, 1.075047787, -2.872574906, 1.075214943, 2.872574906, 
1.075214943]; 
leNumericSubs := [G = 9.807, Jxx1 = .625e-2, Jxx2 = .625e-2, Jxxp = .8e-1, Jyy1 
= .625e-2, Jyy2 = .625e-2, Jyyp = .8e-1, Jzz1 = 0., Jzz2 = 0., Jzzp = .8e-1, a1x = -2.120, 
a1y = 1.374, a1z = 0., a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0., a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, 
a3z = 0., a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, a4z = 0., a5x = 0., a5y = -.15, a5z = 0., a6x = 0., a6y   22 
= .15, a6z = 0., b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -.6, b2y_B = .15, 
b2z_B = -.4, b3x_B = -.6, b3y_B = -.15, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .17, b4y_B = -.595, 
b4z_B = -.4, b5x_B = .43, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .43, b6y_B = .445, 
b6z_B = -.4, e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2 = .1, mp = 1.5, F1(t) = 5., F2(t) = 5., F3(t) = 5., 
F4(t) = 5., F5(t) = 5., F6(t) = 5.]; 
leBaumgarte := [5., 5.]; 
BuildSimulation(Model, 'SimName' = sSimuationName, 'ICs'=leICs, 
'NumericSubs'=leNumericSubs, 'Baumgarte'=leBaumgarte, 'Integrator'="rkf45", 
'RelErrTol'=.1e-5, 'AbsErrTol'=.1e-5, 'Duration'=1., 'NumStorePoints'=100, 'SilentMode' 
= true): 
   
2.4.2  DynaFlexPro: Plot Builder 
After running the simulation above, we can use “DynaFlexPro: Plot Builder” to plot 
results from the simulations, see Figure 2-8. 
 
 
Figure 2-8: DynaFlexPro: Plot Builder 
 
We choose horizontal axis and vertical axis to be plotted. Both horizontal axis and 
vertical axis can be any state variable or time, or the following expression index from 
builder:  
“state  variable”,  “generalized  coordinates”,  “generalized  speeds”,  “model 
parameters”, “model inputs”, “derivative of state variables”, “derivative of generalized 
coordinates”,  “A  matrix  (from  GetAYBSys())”,  “Y  vector  (from  GetAYBSys())”,  “B   23 
vector  (from  GetAYBSys())”,  “mass  matrix”,  “generalized  force  vector”,  “dynamic 
equations”,  “system  equations”,  “system  ordinary-Differential  equations  (ODE)”, 
“constraint  reactions,  position  constraint  violation  (L2-norm)”,  “velocity  constraint 
violation  (L2-norm)”,  “position  coordinates”,  “velocity  coordinates”,  “constraint 
Jacobian wrt generalized coords”, “constraint Jacobian wrt generalized speeds”, “RHS of 
velocity constraints”, “RHS of acceleration constraints”, “reaction coefficient matrix”.  
2.5  Code Generation  
 Once a model store file has been selected (‘*.lib’ indicated above), DynaFlexPro can 
generate  optimized  code  based  on  the  system’s  symbolic  equations  of  motion,  and 
generalized optimized procedures can be exported in a variety of languages. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2-9: (a) Code generation, (b) DynaFlexPro: Simulation Code Builder 
 
In function generation options, choose the target directory, and target language. Five 
languages  can  be  chosen  here,  “Maple  function”,  “Maple  Procedure  (no  symbolic   24 
parameters  allowed)”,  “C  procedure”,  “Simulink  S-function  buildscript  (requires 
BlockBuilder)”,  “Simulink  S-Function  buildscript  with  built-in  Integrator  (requires 
BlockBuilder)”. Then choose whether optimization should be applied to output. 
Furthermore, either frame related expressions or built-in DynaFlexPro expressions / 
procedures  can  be  generated  here.  DynaFlexPro  expressions/procedures  include  the 
following,  “state  variable”,  “generalized  coordinates”,  “generalized  speeds”,  “model 
parameters”, “model inputs”, “derivative of state variables”, “derivative of generalized 
coordinates”,  “A  matrix  (from  GetAYBSys())”,  “Y  vector  (from  GetAYBSys())”,  “B 
vector  (from  GetAYBSys())”,  “mass  matrix”,  “generalized  force  vector”,  “gynamic 
equations”,  “system  equations”,  “system  ordinary-Differential  equations  (ODE)”, 
“constraint  reactions,  position  constraint  violation  (L2-norm)”,  “velocity  constraint 
violation  (L2-norm)”,  “position  coordinates”,  “velocity  coordinates”,  “constraint 
Jacobian wrt generalized coords”, “constraint Jacobian wrt generalized speeds”, “RHS of 
velocity constraints”, “RHS of acceleration constraints”, “reaction coefficient matrix”.    25 
3  Inverse Kinematics Analysis 
In order to obtain initial conditions for dynamic simulation, we need to perform 
inverse kinematics analysis. We use the same coordinate system in [2], see Figure 3-1. A 
coordinate frame  ( ) , , A x y z  is attached to the fixed base and another coordinate frame 
( ) , , B u v w  is  attached  to  the  moving  platform.  Furthermore,  a  local  coordinate frame 
( ) , , i i i C x y z  is attached to each limb such that its origin is located at point  i A , the  i z  axis 
points  from  i A  to  i B ,  the  i y  axis  is  parallel  to the  cross  product  of two  unit  vectors 
defined along the  i z  and  z axes, and the  i x  axis is defined by the right-hand rule. For 
convenience,  the  origin  of  frame  B  is  located  at  the  mass  center,  P ,  of  the  moving 
platform. The location of the moving platform can be described by a position vector, p, 
and a rotation matrix, 
A
B R . 
 
Figure 3-1: Schematic diagram of a Stewart platform 
 
Let the  rotation  matrix be  defined by  the  roll,  pitch,  and  yaw  angles,  namely,  a 
rotation of  x f  about the fixed x- axis, followed by a rotation of  y f  about the fixed  y - 
axis, and a rotation of  z f  about the fixed z - axis. Thus, the rotation matrix can be written 
as:    26 
( )
( )
sin
, , , ,
cos
z y z y x z x z y x z x
i i A
B z y z y x z x z y x z x
i i
y y x y x
c c c s s s c c s c s s
s
R s s s s s c c s s c c s i x y z
c
s c s c c
f f f f f f f f f f f f
f f
f f f f f f f f f f f f
f f
f f f f f
  - +
=   = + - =   =   -  
  (3.1) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3-2: (a) Euler angles of a limb, and (b) Free body diagram of a typical limb [2] 
 
In this thesis, two trajectories will be considered, and both of them are from [2]. The 
first trajectory of the moving platform is given by: 
( )
( )
( )
1.5 0.2sin 3
0.2sin 3
1.0 0.2sin 3
t
t m
t
  - +
  =  
  +  
p  and  0 x y z rad f f f = = =  
From above the initial position of the moving platform is given 
[ ] [ 1.5 0 1.0]
T T px py pz m = = - p , and roll, pitch, yaw angles  0 x y z rad f f f = = = . 
Moreover, the initial velocity of the moving platform is also given 
[0.6 0.6 0.6] /
T T
px py pz v v v m s   = =   p ɺ , and angular velocity of the moving 
platform is given by  [ ] 0 0 0 /
T T
p x y z x y z rad s w w w f f f     = = =     ω ɺ ɺ ɺ  
For the second trajectory of the moving platform is given by 
1.5
0
1.0
m
-  
  =  
   
p  and  0 x y rad f f = = ,  ( ) 0.35sin 3 z t rad f =    27 
Then the initial position of the moving platform is the same as the first trajectory 
[ ] [ 1.5 0 1.0]
T T px py pz m = = - p , and roll, pitch, yaw angles  0 x y z rad f f f = = = . 
Moreover, the initial velocity of the moving platform is 
[0 0 0] /
T T
px py pz v v v m s   = =   p ɺ , and angular velocity of the moving platform is 
given by  [ ] 0 0 1.05 /
T T
p x y z x y z rad s w w w f f f     = = =     ω ɺ ɺ ɺ  
3.1  Position analysis 
Referring to Figure 1-3, a vector loop equation can be written for each limb as 
  i i i i d + = + a s p b   (3.2) 
where 
, ,
T
i ix iy iz a a a   =   a , position vector of a ball joint  i A  with respect to the fixed frame  A 
, ,
T
i ix iy iz b b b   =   b , position vector of a ball joint  i B  with respect to the fixed frame  A 
i s = unit vector pointing from  i A  to  i B  
i i i d = + - p b a , ith limb length 
1,...,6 i =  
Solving Eq. (3.2) for  i s , yield 
  ( )/ i i i i d = + - s p b a   (3.3) 
 
Since each limb is connected to the fixed base by a universal joint, its orientation 
with respect to the fixed base can be conveniently described by two Euler angles. As 
shown in Figure 3-2 (a), the local coordinate frame of the ith limb can be thought of as a 
rotation of  i f about the  i z  axis resulting in a ( )
' ' ' , , i i i x y z system followed by another 
rotation of  i q  about the rotated 
'
i y  axis. In this way, the rotation matrix of the ith limb 
may be written as  
  , 1,...,6
0
i i i i i
A
i i i i i i
i i
c c s c s
R s c c s s i
s c
f q f f q
f q f f q
q q
-  
  = =  
  -  
  (3.4) 
Equating the third column of 
A
i R  to  i s  yield   28 
  , 1,...,6
i i
i i i
i
c s
s s i
c
f q
f q
q
 
  = =  
   
s   (3.5) 
Solving Eq. (3.5)for  i q  and  i f  gives 
 
2 2
/
/
i iz
i ix iy
i iy i
i ix i
c s
s s s
s s s
c s s
q
q
f q
f q
=
= +
=
=
  (3.6) 
where  ix s ,  iy s , and  iz s  are the  x,  y , and z components of  i s .  
  ( )
( )
2 2 tan2 ,
tan2 / , /
i ix iy iz
i iy i ix i
a s s s
a s s s s
q
f q q
= +
=
  (3.7) 
Eq. (3.5) and (3.7) determine the direction and Euler angles of the ith limb in terms of 
the moving platform location. 
From the above calculation, the initial position conditions of the first trajectory are  
1.5 p x m = - ,  0 p y m = ,  1.0 p z m = ,  0 x rad f = ,  0 y rad f = ,  0 z rad f =  
( ) 1 1.2613 d t m = ,  ( ) 2 1.2617 d t m = ,  ( ) 3 1.2617 d t m = ,  
( ) 4 1.2613 d t m = ,  ( ) 5 1.2617 d t m = ,  ( ) 6 1.2617 d t m = ,  
( ) 1 =-0.7784rad t f ,  ( ) 2 -1.3158rad t f = ,   ( ) 3 1.3158rad t f = ,  
( ) 4 0.7784rad t f = ,  ( ) 5 =-2.8726rad t f ,  ( ) 6 2.8726rad t f = ,  
( ) 1 1.0750rad t q = ,  ( ) 2 1.0752rad t q = ,  ( ) 3 1.0752rad t q = , 
( ) 4 1.0752rad t q = ,  ( ) 5 1.0752rad t q = ,  ( ) 6 1.0752rad t q = ,  
The initial position conditions of the second trajectory are the same as the first 
trajectory from calculation, and they are the following: 
1.5 p x m = - ,  0 p y m = ,  1.0 p z m = ,  0 x rad f = ,  0 y rad f = ,  0 z rad f =  
( ) 1 1.2613 d t m = ,  ( ) 2 1.2617 d t m = ,  ( ) 3 1.2617 d t m = ,  
( ) 4 1.2613 d t m = ,  ( ) 5 1.2617 d t m = ,  ( ) 6 1.2617 d t m = ,  
( ) 1 =-0.7784rad t f ,  ( ) 2 -1.3158rad t f = ,   ( ) 3 1.3158rad t f = ,  
( ) 4 0.7784rad t f = ,  ( ) 5 =-2.8726rad t f ,  ( ) 6 2.8726rad t f = ,    29 
( ) 1 1.0750rad t q = ,  ( ) 2 1.0752rad t q = ,  ( ) 3 1.0752rad t q = , 
( ) 4 1.0752rad t q = ,  ( ) 5 1.0752rad t q = ,  ( ) 6 1.0752rad t q = ,  
3.2  Velocity analysis 
In this section, the linear and angular velocities of all the moving links can be 
computed from the given independent Cartesian velocities of the platform:  px v ,  py v ,  pz v , 
x w ,  y w ,  z w , where the latter three scalar quantities are the components of the angular 
velocity vector of the moving platform,  p ω . 
One can write  i b ɺ  in terms of the angular velocity vector of the ith leg noted  i ω , i.e. 
  , 1,...,6, i ir i i i = + ´ = b d ω d ɺ ɺ   (3.8) 
where  
cos sin
sin sin
cos
i i i
ir i i i
i i
d
d
d
f q
f q
q
 
 
=  
 
 
d
ɺ
ɺ ɺ
ɺ
, 
cos sin
sin sin
cos
i i i
i i i i
i i
d
d
d
f q
f q
q
 
  =  
   
d , 
sin
cos
i i
i i i
i
q f
q f
f
  -
 
=  
 
 
ω
ɺ
ɺ
ɺ
 
Eq. (3.8) can be expressed in matrix form as 
  , 1,...,6, bi bi i i = = C λ b ɺ   (3.9) 
where 
cos sin sin sin cos cos
sin sin cos sin sin cos
cos 0 sin
i i i i i i i i
bi i i i i i i i i
i i i
d d
d d
d
f q f q f q
f q f q f q
q q
-  
  =  
  -  
C , 
i
bi i
i
d
f
q
 
 
=  
 
 
λ
ɺ
ɺ
ɺ
 
And Eq. (3.9) can be easily solved for  bi λ  which leads to the determination of  i d ɺ ,  i f ɺ , 
i q ɺ . Once these quantities are known, the computation of the velocities of the bodies of 
ith leg is straightforward. 
  ( )
1
, 1,...,6, bi bi i i
-
= = λ C b ɺ   (3.10) 
 
From calculation, the initial velocity conditions of the first trajectory are   
0.6 / p x m s = ɺ ,  0.6 / p y m s = ɺ ,  0.6 / p z m s = ɺ ,  
0 / x rad s w = ,  0 / y rad s w = ,  0 / z rad s w =  
( ) 1 0.2906 / d t m s = ɺ ,  ( ) 2 0.0923 / d t m s = - ɺ ,  ( ) 3 0.9292 / d t m s = ɺ ,    30 
( ) 4 1.0318 / d t m s = ɺ ,  ( ) 5 0.3638 / d t m s = - ɺ ,  ( ) 6 0.0832 / d t m s = - ɺ ,  
( ) 1 =0.7648rad/s t f ɺ ,  ( ) 2 0.6595rad/s t f = ɺ ,  ( ) 3 -0.3867rad/s t f = ɺ ,   
( ) 4 0.0054rad/s t f = ɺ ,  ( ) 5 =-0.3775rad/s t f ɺ ,  ( ) 6 0.6648rad/s t f = - ɺ ,  
( ) 1 -0.4162rad/s t q = ɺ ,  ( ) 2 -0.5801rad/s t q = ɺ ,  ( ) 3 -0.1425rad/s t q = ɺ , 
( ) 4 -0.0984rad/s t q = ɺ ,  ( ) 5 -0.6964rad/s t q = ɺ ,  ( ) 6 -0.5762rad/s t q = ɺ  
The initial velocity conditions of the second trajectory different from the first 
trajectory, and they are the following:   
0 / p x m s = ɺ ,  0 / p y m s = ɺ ,  0 / p z m s = ɺ ,  
0 / x rad s w = ,  0 / y rad s w = ,  1.05 / z rad s w =  
( ) 1 0.5015 / d t m s = - ɺ ,  ( ) 2 0.5013 / d t m s = ɺ ,  ( ) 3 0.5013 / d t m s = - ɺ ,  
( ) 4 0.5015 / d t m s = ɺ ,  ( ) 5 0.5018 / d t m s = - ɺ ,  ( ) 6 0.5018 / d t m s = ɺ ,  
( ) 1 = -0.2808rad/s t f ɺ ,  ( ) 2 -0.2805rad/s t f = ɺ ,  ( ) 3 -0.2805rad/s t f = ɺ ,   
( ) 4 -0.2808rad/s t f = ɺ ,  ( ) 5 = -0.2803rad/s t f ɺ ,  ( ) 6 -0.2803rad/s t f = ɺ ,  
( ) 1 -0.2150rad/s t q = ɺ ,  ( ) 2 0.2148rad/s t q = ɺ ,  ( ) 3 -0.2148rad/s t q = ɺ , 
( ) 4 0.2150rad/s t q = ɺ ,  ( ) 5 -0.2150rad/s t q = ɺ ,  ( ) 6 0.2150rad/s t q = ɺ  
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4  Forward Dynamics 
In this chapter and the subsequent chapter, we focus on the forward and inverse 
dynamic  problems.  The  forward  dynamics  problem  is  to  determine  the  states  of  a 
mechanism corresponding to some applied torques and/or forces. That is, given a vector 
of joint torques or forces, we wish to compute the resulting motion of the manipulator as 
a function of time. The inverse dynamics problem is to determine the actuator torques 
and/or forces required to generate a desired trajectory of the manipulators. In general, the 
efficiency of computation for forward dynamics is not as critical since it is used primarily 
for  computer  simulations  of  a  manipulator.  On  the  other  hand,  an  efficiency  inverse 
dynamical model becomes extremely important for real-time feedforward control of a 
manipulator. 
4.1  Modeling 
In this thesis, all of the results given below are generated using DynaFlexPro version 
3.1.0 with Maple 11 on a PC 1.4GHz Xeon with 1.00GB RAM running Windows XP. 
4.1.1  Build model in Model Builder 
Figure 4-1(a) is the dynamics model of Stewart platform built in ModelBuilder. It 
includes 14 rigid bodies, 24 frames, 6 universal joints, 6 prismatic joints and 6 spherical 
joints. The ground is connected to the end effector by six limbs. Each limb consists of 2 
links. Right clicking the blocks in the Model Builder, Figure 4-1(b), we can set the model 
properties. In this model, the direction of the gravity is along the negative z axis direction, 
which is vector is set to [ ] 0 0 G - .   32 
   
(a)  (b) 
   
(c)  (d) 
   
(e)  (f)   33 
   
(g)  (h) 
Figure 4-1: (a) Stewart platform in DynaFlexPro: Model Builder, (b) model properties, (c) rigid body 
frame properties, (d) body properties, (e) universal joint properties, (f) prismatic joint properties, (g) 
spherical joint properties (h) coordinate selection 
 
 
When setting the rigid body frame properties, there are 6 frames on  ground that 
connect to each universal joint on each the dyad. They  are  1 a ,  2 a ,  3 a ,  4 a ,  5 a ,  6 a  in 
sequence. Each dyad consists of two links, and each link has two coordinate systems: 
they are the CS1 connected to the base, and the CS2 connected to the follower. Lastly, 
the moving platform also has 6 frames that attach to the 6 dyads, and they are denoted as 
1
B b ,  2
B b ,  3
B b ,  4
B b ,  5
B b ,  6
B b  in  sequence.  Referring  to  Table  3,  we  can  to  enter  all  the 
corresponding frames properties in to this Stewart platform model. 
In each body properties, we can fill in the mass and inertia matrix. The mass of link 1 
in each dyad I, II, III, IV, V, VI  is  1 m , and the mass of link 2 in each dyad I, II, III, IV, V, 
VI is  2 m . The mass of the moving platform is  p m . Inertia matrices of link1, link 2 in 
each dyad I, II, III, IV, V, VI are 
1
1
1
0 0
0 0
0 0
xx
yy
zz
J
J
J
 
 
 
   
 and 
2
2
2
0 0
0 0
0 0
xx
yy
zz
J
J
J
 
 
 
   
 separately. 
Moreover, the inertia matrix of the moving platform is 
0 0
0 0
0 0
xxp
yyp
zzp
J
J
J
 
 
 
   
. 
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Table 3 Rigid Body Frame Properties 
Property  Value 
Ground 1  1 1 1 x y z a a a     
Ground 2  2 2 2 x y z a a a     
Ground 3  3 3 3 x y z a a a      
Ground 4  4 4 4 x y z a a a     
Ground 5  5 5 5 x y z a a a     
Ground 6  6 6 6 x y z a a a      
CG1 of link 1 on Dyad I, II, III, IV, V, VI  [ ] 1 0 0 e -  
CG2 of link 2 on I, II, III, IV, V, VI  [ ] 2 0 0 e  
End effector frame 1  1 1 1
B B B
x y z b b b     
End effector frame 2  2 2 2
B B B
x y z b b b     
End effector frame 3  3 3 3
B B B
x y z b b b      
End effector frame 4  4 4 4
B B B
x y z b b b     
End effector frame 5  5 5 5
B B B
x y z b b b     
End effector frame 6  6 6 6
B B B
x y z b b b      
 
Table 4 Body Properties 
Name  Mass  Inertia Matrix 
Link 1 of 
Dyad I, II, III, 
IV, V, VI 
1 m  
1
1
1
0 0
0 0
0 0
xx
yy
zz
J
J
J
 
 
 
   
 
Link 2 of 
Dyad I, II, III, 
IV, V, VI 
2 m  
2
2
2
0 0
0 0
0 0
xx
yy
zz
J
J
J
 
 
 
   
 
The moving 
platform 
p m  
0 0
0 0
0 0
xxp
yyp
zzp
J
J
J
 
 
 
   
 
 
In the Stewart platform model under construction, four types of joints are used: they 
are universal joints, prismatic joints, spherical joints and free 6-DOF joints. Table 5, 
Table 6, and Table 7 are the details of all of the joints mentioned above. Notice that in the 
prismatic  joints,  the  joint  displacement  1 d ,  2 d ,  3 d ,  4 d ,  5 d ,  6 d  represent  the  relative   35 
translation of the CM on link 1 with respect to the CM on link 2 in each dyad. They are 
relative to the dyad length, and can be presented as:  
  1 2, 1,...,6 i i e d e i r = + + =   (4.1) 
 
 
Table 5 Connection Properties 
Name  Connection Type  1st axis of 
rotation 
2
nd axis of 
rotation  Joint Variable 
1 u   1 f ,  1 q  
2 u   2 f ,  2 q  
3 u   3 f ,  3 q  
4 u   4 f ,  4 q  
5 u   5 f ,  5 q  
6 u  
Universal joint  z axis <0, 0, 1>  y axis <0, 1, 0> 
6 f ,  6 q  
1 p   1 d  
2 p   2 d  
3 p   3 d  
4 p   4 d  
5 p   5 d  
6 p  
Prismatic joint  z axis <0, 0, 1>  y axis <0, 1, 0> 
6 d  
 
Table 6 Connection Properties of prismatic joints 
Name  Connection Type  Reaction forces 
1 s   1 s x F ,  1 s y F ,  1 s z F  
2 s   2 s x F ,  2 s y F ,  2 s z F  
3 s   3 s x F ,  3 s y F ,  3 s z F  
4 s   4 s x F ,  4 s y F ,  4 s z F  
5 s   5 s x F ,  5 s y F ,  5 s z F  
6 s  
Prismatic joint 
6 s x F ,  6 s y F ,  6 s z F  
 
An additional and redundant free 6-DOF joint is added to the model, so that the  p x , 
p y ,  p z ,  x f ,  y f ,  z f  motion of the end effector can be tracked explicitly. The redundant 
constraints introduced by this free 6-DOF joint are automatically detected and discarded 
by DynaFlexPro. 
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Table 7 connection properties of free joint 
Name  Connection type  Rotaion variables  Translation 
variables 
Free joint  Free (6-DOF) joint 
Axes EA321: z, y, x 
z f ,  y f ,  x f   p x ,  p y ,  p z  
 
In  forward  dynamics,  the  inputs  are  the  actuator  forces/torques.  In  the  Stewart 
platform, each prismatic joint is driven by a hydraulic actuator or a DC motor via a linear 
ball  screw.  They  are  set in  prismatic  joint  “Force  Driver”  section,  the  actuator  force 
function  ( ) F t     of each limb are in the following the sequence of  ( ) 1 F t ,  ( ) 2 F t ,  ( ) 3 F t , 
( ) 4 F t ,  ( ) 5 F t ,  ( ) 6 F t . 
 
Table 8 Forward dynamics force driver 
 
Table 9 Connection Properties prismatic joint force driver  
Name  Connection Type 
Actuator force function 
( ) F t     
1 p   ( ) 1 F t  
2 p   ( ) 2 F t  
3 p   ( ) 3 F t  
4 p   ( ) 4 F t  
5 p   ( ) 5 F t  
6 p  
Prismatic joint 
( ) 6 F t  
 
Figure  4-1(h)  shows  the  coordinate  selection  window.  To  select  the  final  set  of 
generalized coordinates, there are four options to choose: “Recommended Coordinates”,   37 
“Recommended Minimal # of EQs”, “Recommended Joint Coordinates”, and “Absolute 
coordinates”.  We  select  the  “Recommended  Coordinates”  and  “Recommended  Joint 
Coordinates”  which  both  have  the  same  24  generalized  coordinates  and  they  are  the 
following in the sequence of  ( ) p x t ,  ( ) p y t ,  ( ) p z t ,  ( ) 1 d t ,  ( ) 2 d t ,  ( ) 3 d t ,  ( ) 4 d t ,  ( ) 5 d t , 
( ) 6 d t ,  ( ) z t f ,  ( ) y t f ,  ( ) x t f ,  ( ) 1 t f ,  ( ) 1 t q ,  ( ) 2 t f ,  ( ) 2 t q ,  ( ) 3 t f ,  ( ) 3 t q ,  ( ) 4 t f ,  ( ) 4 t q , 
( ) 5 t f ,  ( ) 5 t q ,  ( ) 6 t f ,  ( ) 6 t q .   
The “Recommended Minimal # of EQs” has 18 generalized coordinates, and they are 
as follows in the sequence of  ( ) p x t ,  ( ) p y t ,  ( ) p z t ,  ( ) z t f ,  ( ) y t f ,  ( ) x t f ,  ( ) 1 t f ,  ( ) 1 t q , 
( ) 2 t f ,  ( ) 2 t q ,  ( ) 3 t f ,  ( ) 3 t q ,  ( ) 4 t f ,  ( ) 4 t q ,  ( ) 5 t f ,  ( ) 5 t q ,  ( ) 6 t f ,  ( ) 6 t q .  
The  “Absolute  coordinates”  have  78  generalized  coordinates,  which  can  be 
calculated by 13 6 ´ , meaning that  there are 13 bodies and each body has 6-DOF. 
In this problem, we use “Recommended Joint Coordinates”.  By clicking on “Use 
These System Coordinates the dynamic equations” it will be generated in terms of the 
joint angles and the derivatives.  
4.1.2  Generation of dfp file 
We generate the model built in Model Builder and save it as a dfp file. It will be used 
to generated equations of motion in next section. 
 
Figure 4-2: Generation DFP Files   38 
4.2  Building equations and expressions 
After  getting  the  dfp  file,  we  can  get  the  equations  of  motion  by  using  either 
DynaFlexPro: Equation Builder or in-line versions of DynaFlexPro and Maple command 
“BuildEQs”. 
4.2.1  DynaFlexPro: Equation Builder 
In Equation Builder, set the properties below, as introduced in Chapter 2: 
- Simplification technique to be used on kinematic equation: “Combine” 
- Simplification technique to be used on dynamic equations: “Simplify” 
-  Generalized  constraint  forces  as  Lagrange  multipliers  or  as  reaction  variables: 
“Reaction” 
- Maximum order for expressions containing elastic coordinates: “1” 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4-3: (a) Using DynaFlexPro: Equation Builder to build Stewart platform equations of motion, 
(b) DynaFlexPro: Code to be Executed by BuildEQs to get  equations of motion 
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Or get the equations of motion in Maple command line: 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
sDFPFile := 
"D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/StewartPlatform_ForwardDyn
amics.dfp": 
BuildEQs('InputFileName' = sDFPFile, 'ModelName' = "Model", 'AugType' = 
"Reaction", 'KinSimpType' = "Combine", 'DynSimpType' = "Simplify", 
'MaxSmallQOrder' = 1, 'SaveToLib' = true, 'SilentMode' = false): 
 
 
From equation  generation analysis, we can see  that the system has 6  DOF.  It is 
modeled using 24 generalized coordinates coupled by 18 algebraic constraints. 
"DynaFlexPro - version 3.1.0"  
"Copyright 2005-2007, MotionPro Inc."  
"Type '?DynaFlexPro' for help with DynaFlexPro."  
"Analyzing system..."  
"Performing constraint analysis..."  
"The system has 6 degree(s) of freedom.  It is modeled using 24 generalized coordinat \
e(s) coupled by 18 algebraic constraint(s)."  
"Peforming a dynamic analysis using an augmented reaction formulation - system vari \
ables shown below:"  
"vQ"


     


     
 24 Element Column Vector 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
"vP"


     


     
 24 Element Column Vector 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
"vPdot" , , , , ,


     


     
 24 Element Column Vector 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
"vReactions"


     


     
 18 Element Column Vector 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
, ,
 
"Dynamic analysis complete."  
In general, the dynamic equations with kinematic constraints are written in the form 
of 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) , , ,
T M q q q C q q G q q A t l + + = - ɺ ɺɺ ɺ ɺ   (4.2) 
substitute ( ) , M M q q = ɺ ,
dp
q
dt
= ɺɺ , 
T T A C f l = ,  ( ) ( ) , , F C q q G q q t = - - ɺ ɺ .Then  the 
“augmented”, dynamic equations can be written with the constraint reactions appearing 
explicitly (“AugType” option set to “Reaction”):   40 
 
T dp
M C f F
dt
+ =   (4.3) 
where  
-  f  contains the reaction loads in the cotree joints that enforce the kinematic constraints. 
In this system  f  is a 18 1 ´  vector, which are the reaction forces in 6 spherical joints, and 
they are  1 s x F ,  1 s y F ,  1 s z F ,  2 s x F ,  2 s y F ,  2 s z F ,  3 s x F ,  3 s y F ,  3 s z F ,  4 s x F ,  4 s y F ,  4 s z F ,  5 s x F ,  5 s y F , 
5 s z F ,  6 s x F ,  6 s y F ,  6 s z F .  
- C  is the corresponding coefficient matrix 18 18 ´ .  
- 
dp
dt
is  the  time  derivative  of  generalized  coordinates 18 1 ´ ,  and  they  are ( ) p
d
x t
dt
, 
( ) p
d
y t
dt
,  ( ) p
d
z t
dt
,  ( ) 1
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 2
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 3
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 4
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 5
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 6
d
d t
dt
, 
( ) z
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) y
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) x
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 1
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 1
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 2
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 2
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 3
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 3
d
t
dt
q , 
( ) 4
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 4
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 5
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 5
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 6
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 6
d
t
dt
q  
-  F  is a 18 1 ´  vector and includes actuator forces, Coriolis and centrifugal forces and 
gravitational forces 
Besides dynamic equations, this multibody system is constraint by its configuration. 
In  order  to  avoid  constraint  violations,  algebraic  equations  are used  to  constraint  the 
system. For easily solving the equations, one of the popular method to converting the 
differential  algebraic  equations  (DAE)  to  ordinary  differential  equations  (ODE)  is  to 
replace  the  position  constraints  with  the  acceleration  constraints,  which  are  then 
numerically integrated simultaneously with the ODEs from the dynamic equations. In the 
integration process, since the accumulation of numerical errors will lead to violations in 
the  position  constraint  equations.  Baumgarte  proposed  a  method  to  stabilize  these 
constraints by combining the position, velocity and acceleration constraints into a single 
expression of, so the following is one of the DAEs: 
 
2 2 0 c a b + Y + F =   (4.4) 
where    41 
-  , , , 0 p
dp dp
p q t e
dt dt
c   = = Y -  
 
 is  acceleration-level  kinematic  constrain  equations, 
which are nonlinear in  p  and q, and linear in accelerations. 
-  , , , 0 p
dp
p q t p c
dt
  Y = = Y -  
 
 is  velocity-level  kinematic  constraint  equations,  which 
are nonlinear in the coordinates qand linear in the speeds  p  
-  ( ) , 0 q t F =  is  position-level  kinematic  constraint  equations  in  terms  of  the  n 
coordinates. 
Eq. (4.4) can be written as a linear equation in terms of the accelerations: 
 
2 2 p
dp
e
dt
a b e Y = - Y - F =   (4.5) 
The other DAE is the transformation between time derivative of generalized speeds 
(
dp
dt
) and generalized speeds ( p ), as follows: 
  ( ) , ,
dq
h p q t
dt
=   (4.6) 
 
where 
-  q is generalized coordinates selected by user, in this model, they are ( ) p x t ,  ( ) p y t , 
( ) p z t ,  ( ) 1 d t ,  ( ) 2 d t ,  ( ) 3 d t ,  ( ) 4 d t ,  ( ) 5 d t ,  ( ) 6 d t ,  ( ) z t f ,  ( ) y t f ,  ( ) x t f ,  ( ) 1 t f ,  ( ) 1 t q , 
( ) 2 t f ,  ( ) 2 t q ,  ( ) 3 t f ,  ( ) 3 t q ,  ( ) 4 t f ,  ( ) 4 t q ,  ( ) 5 t f ,  ( ) 5 t q ,  ( ) 6 t f ,  ( ) 6 t q  
-  p  is  generalized  coordinates  selected  by  user  ,  in  this  model,  they  are  ( ) p
d
x t
dt
, 
( ) p
d
y t
dt
,  ( ) p
d
z t
dt
,  ( ) 1
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 2
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 3
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 4
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 5
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 6
d
d t
dt
, 
( ) z
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) y
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) x
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 1
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 1
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 2
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 2
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 3
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 3
d
t
dt
q , 
( ) 4
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 4
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 5
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 5
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 6
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 6
d
t
dt
q  
Eq. (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) consist of system ODEs writing these system equations 
into the AY B =  form, we get:   42 
 
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
dp
dt M C F
dq
h
dt
f e
 
 
     
      =      
    Y       
   
  (4.7) 
Where 
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
M C
A
 
  =  
  Y  
, 
dp
dt
dq
Y
dt
f
 
 
 
  =  
 
 
   
 and 
F
B h
e
 
  =  
   
 
From Eq. (4.7) derivative of state variables 
T
dp dq
dt dt
 
   
 and reaction forces  f can be 
obtained by: 
 
1
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
dp
dt M C F
dq
h
dt
f e
-
 
 
     
      =      
    Y        
   
  (4.8) 
Integrating the  derivatives  of  the  state  variables 
T
dp dq
dt dt
 
   
to  get  state  variables 
[ ]
T
p q , then the joint motion profiles can be determined. 
4.2.2  DynaFlexPro: Expression/Procedure Builder 
From  the  model  built  in  Model  Builder,  we  can  see  here  the  expression  of  24 
generalized coordinates in the following sequence, (see Figure 4-4(a)): 
 [ ( ) p x t , ( ) p y t , ( ) p z t ,  ( ) 1 d t ,  ( ) 2 d t ,  ( ) 3 d t ,  ( ) 4 d t ,  ( ) 5 d t , ( ) 6 d t ,  ( ) z t f ,  ( ) y t f , 
( ) x t f ,  ( ) 1 t f ,  ( ) 1 t q ,  ( ) 2 t f ,  ( ) 2 t q ,  ( ) 3 t f ,  ( ) 3 t q ,  ( ) 4 t f ,  ( ) 4 t q ,  ( ) 5 t f ,  ( ) 5 t q ,  ( ) 6 t f , 
( ) 6 t q ]
T  
We can also use Maple command line to check the system generalized coordinates   43 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/StewartPlatform_F
orwardDynamics.lib"): 
GeneralizedCoordinates := Model:-vQ: 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 4-4: (a) DynaFlexPro: Expression “Gneralized Coordinates”, (b) DynaFlexPro: Expression 
“Position Constraints” , and (c) DynaFlexPro: Expression “GeneralizedSpeeds” 
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We can also obtain the system position constraints from DynaFlexPro, which uses 
DynaFlexPro: Expression / Procedure Builder. In Built-in DynaFlexPro procedures and 
expressions, choose expression “PositionConstraints”, Figure 4-4 (b) gives the feedback 
of the position constraints.  
Or we can also get the position constraints using Maple command line: 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/StewartPlatform_F
orwardDynamics.lib"): 
PositionConstraints := Model:-GetPosCons(): 
 
There are 24 generalized coordinates, and 6 coordinates ( ) p x t , ( ) p y t , ( ) p z t ,  ( ) x t f , 
( ) y t f ,  ( ) z t f  are already known, so only 18 generalized coordinates are needed to be 
found. For forward dynamics problem, the required information for numerical integration 
are the initial values for the state variables. These are obtained by numerically solving the 
position  constraint  equation  for  the  initial  coordinates,  and  the  velocity  constraint 
equation for the initial speeds. 
The position constraints are obtained using the GetPosCons command, which loads 
the constraint equations from the StewartPlatform_ForwardDynamics.lib file, into which 
the geometrical parameters are substituted:    
> restart; 
> with(DynaFlexPro); 
Model:= 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamic
s/SolveICs/StewartPlatform_ForwardDynamics.lib"); 
with(Model): 
> PosCons := GetPosCons(); 
> ParaSubs:= [G = 9.807, Jxx1 = 0.625e-2, Jxx2 = 0, Jxxp = 
0.8e-1, Jyy1 = 0, Jyy1 = 0, Jyy2 = 0.625e-2, Jyyp = 0.8e-1, 
Jzz1 = 0, Jzz2 = 0, Jzzp = 0.8e-1, a1x = -2.120, a1y = 
1.374, a1z = 0, a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0, a3x = -
2.380, a3y = -1.224, a3z = 0, a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, 
a4z = 0, a5x = 0, a5y = -.15, a5z = 0, a6x = 0, a6y = .15, 
a6z = 0, b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -
.600, b2y_B = .150, b2z_B = -.4, b3x_B = -.600, b3y_B = -
.150, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .170, b4y_B = -.595, b4z_B = -
.4, b5x_B = .430, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .430, 
b6y_B = .445, b6z_B = -.4, e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2   45 
= .1, mp = 1.5]; 
> InitPosEQs:= eval(PosCons, ParaSubs); 
 
The equations must be converted into a set that is consistent with fsolve syntax, and 
the explicit dependence on time (t) should be removed. At the same time, the initial value 
of t=0 is substituted into the equations. Then fsolve is called. The initial position of the 
moving platform is given as  1.5 p x m = - ,  0 p y m = ,  1.0 p z m = ,  0 px rad f = ,  0 py rad f = , 
0 pz rad f = . Since there are usually multiple solutions to nonlinear equations, ranges are 
specified for valid values of the generalized coordinates: 
> InitPosEQsset:= convert(eval(InitPosEQs, {phi1(t) = ap1, 
theta1(t) = at1, phi2(t) = ap2, theta2(t) = at2, phi3(t) = 
ap3, theta3(t) = at3, phi4(t) = ap4, theta4(t) = at4, 
phi5(t) = ap5, theta5(t) = at5, phi6(t) = ap6, theta6(t) = 
at6, phix(t) = 0, phiy(t) = 0, phiz(t) = 0, xp(t) = -1.5, 
yp(t) = 0, zp(t) = 1.0, d1(t) = d11, d2(t) = d22, d3(t) = 
d33, d4(t) = d44, d5(t) = d55, d6(t) = d66, t = 0}), set); 
> InitPos := fsolve(InitPosEQsset,{ap1=-3.14..0,ap2=-
3.14..0,ap3=0..3.14,ap4=0..3.14,ap5=-
3.14..0,ap6=0..3.14,at1=0..3.14,at2=0..3.14,at3=0..3.14,at4
=0..3.14,at5=0..3.14,at6=0..3.14,d11=-2..2,d22=-2..2,d33=-
2..2,d44=-2..2,d55=-2..2,d66=-2..2}); 
 
We get the initial position condition from above calculation, and they are the same 
values as derived by hand in Chapter 3. 
InitPos  =  ap5 -2.872574906  =  at5 1.075214943  =  d55 0.2617151025 , , , {  := 
 =  ap6 2.872574906  =  at1 1.075047787  =  at2 1.075206623  =  at3 1.075206623 , , , ,
 =  at6 1.075214943  =  d11 0.2613250969  =  d22 0.2616956844  =  d33 0.2616956844 , , , ,
 =  d66 0.2617151025  =  at4 1.075047787  =  d44 0.2613250969  =  ap4 0.7783874433 , , , ,
 =  ap1 -0.7783874433  =  ap2 -1.315765555  =  ap3 1.315765555 , , }
}
 
 
In forward dynamics, actuator forces are given as input. We have 6 actuator forces in 
the system, they are  ( ) 1 F t ,  ( ) 2 F t ,  ( ) 3 F t ,  ( ) 4 F t ,  ( ) 5 F t ,  ( ) 6 F t  in each limb.   46 
 
Figure 4-5: DynaFlexPro: Expression “ModelInputs” 
 
 
Using Maple command line to get system actuate forces expression: 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/StewartPlatform_F
orwardDynamics.lib"): 
ModelInputs := Model:-GetInputs(): 
 
4.3  Simulation and plotting 
DynaFlexPro:  Forward Dynamic Simulation Builder performs a forward dynamic 
simulation on the selected model equations of motion and DynaFlexPro: Plot Builder 
allows quick access to any simulations stored within the selected dfp model.  Plots of any 
of any the model state variables (or any expression containing these variables) and any of 
the  expressions/functions  available  through  the  BuildExpression  command,  can  be 
readily created. 
4.3.1  Case I: without external force, gravity 
The simplest procedure can be performed to verify the correctness of the model is to 
turn off all the velocity and gravitational terms and see if the system is not moving. 
Intuitively, if there is no gravity and initial velocity, the mechanism should no move. 
Case I is to demonstration the correctness solution. 
The time response will be computed for 5 seconds by a Fehlberg fourth-fifth order 
Runge-Kutta numerical solver. Numerical values are set for the parameters of the system 
model, as well as the Baumgarte constraint equation stabilization algorithm.  
Initial velocity conditions are all 0 in Case I:    47 
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f = ,  ( ) 4 0
d
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q = ,  ( ) 5 0
d
t
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f = ,  ( ) 5 0
d
t
dt
q = ,  ( ) 6 0
d
t
dt
f = ,  ( ) 6 0
d
t
dt
q = ,  
( ) -1.5 p x t = ,   ( ) 0 p y t = ,  ( ) 1 p z t = , 
( ) 1 .2613250969 d t = ,  ( ) 2 .2616956844 d t = ,  ( ) 3 .2616956844 d t = , 
( ) 4 .2613250969 d t = ,  ( ) 5 .2617151025 d t = , ( ) 6 .2617151025 d t = ,  
( ) 0 x t f = ,  ( ) 0 y t f = ,  ( ) 0 z t f = ,  
( ) 1 -.7783874433 t f = ,  ( ) 1 1.075047787 t q = ,  ( ) 2 -1.315765555 t f = , 
( ) 2 1.075206623 t q = ,  ( ) 3 1.315765555 t f = ,  ( ) 3 1.075206623 t q = ,  
( ) 4 .7783874433 t f = ,  ( ) 4 1.075047787 t q = ,  ( ) 5 -2.872574906 t f = , 
( ) 5 1.075214943 t q = ,  ( ) 6 2.872574906 t f = ,  ( ) 6 1.075214943 t q =  
 
There  is  no  external  force  in  this  case,  so  0 , 1,...,6 i F N i = = ,  and  gravitational 
acceleration is also set to 0 
2 m/s . The following are parameters and function values. 
G = 0,  
Jxx1 = 0.00625,  Jxx2 = 0.00625, Jxxp = 0.08, Jyy1 = 0.00625, Jyy2 = 0.00625, Jyyp = 
0.08, Jzz1 = 0, Jzz2 = 0, Jzzp = 0.08,  
a1x = -2.120, a1y = 1.374, a1z = 0, a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0,  
a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, a3z = 0, a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, a4z = 0,  
a5x = 0, a5y = -.15, a5z = 0, a6x = 0, a6y = .15, a6z = 0,  
b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -.600, b2y_B = .150, b2z_B = -.4, 
b3x_B = -.600, b3y_B = -.150, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .170, b4y_B = -.595, b4z_B = -.4, 
b5x_B = .430, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .430, b6y_B = .445, b6z_B = -.4,  
e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2 = .1, mp = 1.5 
( ) 1 0 F t = ,  ( ) 2 0 F t = ,  ( ) 3 0 F t = ,  ( ) 4 0 F t = ,  ( ) 5 0 F t = ,  ( ) 6 0 F t =  
 
The initial conditions and speeds can be copy-and-paste into the Simulation Builder 
window below. Clicking on Run/Store Simulation will then generate the time response of 
the  system,  and  saving  the  numerical  results  in  the 
StewartPlatform_ForwardDynamics.lib Store File.   48 
 
Figure 4-6: Forward Dynamic Simulation of  Stewart platform in Case I: without external forces, 
gravitational acceleration and initial velocity 
 
Or one can use command line to perform forward dynamics simulation: 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/F0_G0_Vel0/Stew
artPlatform_ForwardDynamics.lib"): 
sSimuationName := "ForDyn_Baum55": 
leICs := [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1.5, 0, 
1.0, .2613250969, .2616956844, .2616956844, .2613250969, .2617151025, .2617151025, 
0, 0, 0, -.7783874433, 1.075047787, -1.315765555, 1.075206623, 1.315765555, 
1.075206623, .7783874433, 1.075047787, -2.872574906, 1.075214943, 2.872574906, 
1.075214943]: 
leNumericSubs := [G = 0., Jxx1 = .625e-2, Jxx2 = 0.00625, Jxxp = .8e-1, Jyy1 = 0.00625, 
Jyy2 = .625e-2, Jyyp = .8e-1, Jzz1 = 0., Jzz2 = 0., Jzzp = .8e-1, a1x = -2.120, a1y = 
1.374, a1z = 0., a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0., a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, a3z = 0., 
a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, a4z = 0., a5x = 0., a5y = -.15, a5z = 0., a6x = 0., a6y = .15, 
a6z = 0., b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -.6, b2y_B = .15, b2z_B = -
.4, b3x_B = -.6, b3y_B = -.15, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .17, b4y_B = -.595, b4z_B = -.4, 
b5x_B = .43, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .43, b6y_B = .445, b6z_B = -.4, e1 
= .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2 = .1, mp = 1.5, F1(t) = 0., F2(t) = 0., F3(t) = 0., F4(t) = 0., F5(t) 
= 0., F6(t) = 0.]; 
leBaumgarte := [5, 5]; 
BuildSimulation(Model, 'SimName' = sSimuationName, 'ICs'=leICs, 
'NumericSubs'=leNumericSubs, 'Baumgarte'=leBaumgarte, 'Integrator'="rkf45", 
'RelErrTol'=.1e-5, 'AbsErrTol'=.1e-5, 'Duration'=5., 'NumStorePoints'=300, 'SilentMode' 
= true): 
 
Using DynaFlexPro: Plot Builder to plot the moving platform trajectory and joint 
motion. By clicking on Plot Simulation Resutls, DynaFlexPro Simulation and Plotting   49 
window is launched. Select global X and Y coordinates to draw different response from 
simulation. 
 
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
(e)  (f)   50 
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(m)  (n) 
Figure 4-7: (a)  ( ) 1 d t  vs. time, (b)  ( ) 2 d t  vs. time, (c)  ( ) 3 d t  vs. time, (d)  ( ) 4 d t  vs. time, (e)  ( ) 5 d t  
vs. time, (f)  ( ) 6 d t  vs. time, (g) position constraint violation [L2-norm] vs. time,  (h) velocity 
constraint violation [L2-norm] vs. time, (i)  ( ) p x t  vs. time, (j)  ( ) p y t  vs. time, (k)  ( ) p z t  vs. time, (l) 
( ) x t f  vs. time, (m)  ( ) y t f  vs. time, and (n)  ( ) z t f  vs. time 
 
Figure  4-11(a)-(f)  show  the  prismatic  joint  motion,  and  Figure  4-11(i)-(n)  show 
moving platform motions. To determine the effectiveness of Baumgarte’s algorithm for 
maintaining the integrity of the constraints, the Euclidean (least squares) norm of the 
position  and  velocity  constraint  equations  are  plotted,  Figure 4-11(g)  shows the  least 
square norm of position violation versus time, and it is less than 7e-7, and Figure 4-11(h) 
shows the least square norm of velocity violation versus time. Considering that the error 
norms are of the same magnitude as the absolute and relative error tolerances used in 
dsolve/numeric, one can see that Baumgarte’s method is quite effective. We can see that 
both  the  joint  motion  and  the  moving  platform  trajectory  do  not  change.  This 
demonstrates that the model is correct. 
4.3.2  Case II: with gravity but without external force 
In Case II, a model with gravitational acceleration but without external forces and 
initial velocity is presented. The time response  will be computed for 2 seconds by  a 
Fehlberg fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta numerical solver. Numerical values are set for 
the  parameters  of  the  system  model,  as  well  as  the  Baumgarte  constraint  equation 
stabilization algorithm. Initial velocity conditions are all 0 in Case II:  
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( ) -1.5 p x t = ,   ( ) 0 p y t = ,  ( ) 1 p z t = , 
( ) 1 .2613250969 d t = ,  ( ) 2 .2616956844 d t = ,  ( ) 3 .2616956844 d t = , 
( ) 4 .2613250969 d t = ,  ( ) 5 .2617151025 d t = , ( ) 6 .2617151025 d t = ,  
( ) 0 x t f = ,  ( ) 0 y t f = ,  ( ) 0 z t f = ,  
( ) 1 -.7783874433 t f = ,  ( ) 1 1.075047787 t q = ,  ( ) 2 -1.315765555 t f = , 
( ) 2 1.075206623 t q = ,  ( ) 3 1.315765555 t f = ,  ( ) 3 1.075206623 t q = ,  
( ) 4 .7783874433 t f = ,  ( ) 4 1.075047787 t q = ,  ( ) 5 -2.872574906 t f = , 
( ) 5 1.075214943 t q = ,  ( ) 6 2.872574906 t f = ,  ( ) 6 1.075214943 t q =  
 
There is no external force in this case, and gravitational acceleration is 9.807. The 
following is parameter and function values. 
G = 9.807,  
Jxx1 = 0.00625,  Jxx2 = 0.00625, Jxxp = 0.08, Jyy1 = 0.00625, Jyy2 = 0.00625, Jyyp = 
0.08, Jzz1 = 0, Jzz2 = 0, Jzzp = 0.08,  
a1x = -2.120, a1y = 1.374, a1z = 0, a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0,  
a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, a3z = 0, a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, a4z = 0,  
a5x = 0, a5y = -.15, a5z = 0, a6x = 0, a6y = .15, a6z = 0,  
b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -.600, b2y_B = .150, b2z_B = -.4, 
b3x_B = -.600, b3y_B = -.150, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .170, b4y_B = -.595, b4z_B = -.4, 
b5x_B = .430, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .430, b6y_B = .445, b6z_B = -.4,  
e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2 = .1, mp = 1.5 
( ) 1 0 F t = ,  ( ) 2 0 F t = ,  ( ) 3 0 F t = ,  ( ) 4 0 F t = ,  ( ) 5 0 F t = ,  ( ) 6 0 F t =  
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Figure 4-8: Forward Dynamic Simulation of  Stewart platform in Case I: without external forces, 
gravitational acceleration and initial velocity 
 
Or one can use command line: 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/F0_G_Vel0/Stewar
tPlatform_ForwardDynamics.lib"): 
sSimuationName := "ForDyn_F0GVel0_Baum55": 
leICs := [[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1.5, 0, 
1.0, .2613250969, .2616956844, .2616956844, .2613250969, .2617151025, .2617151025, 
0, 0, 0, -.7783874433, 1.075047787, -1.315765555, 1.075206623, 1.315765555, 
1.075206623, .7783874433, 1.075047787, -2.872574906, 1.075214943, 2.872574906, 
1.075214943]: 
leNumericSubs := [G = 9.807., Jxx1 = .625e-2, Jxx2 = 0.00625, Jxxp = .8e-1, Jyy1 = 
0.00625, Jyy2 = .625e-2, Jyyp = .8e-1, Jzz1 = 0., Jzz2 = 0., Jzzp = .8e-1, a1x = -2.120, 
a1y = 1.374, a1z = 0., a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0., a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, 
a3z = 0., a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, a4z = 0., a5x = 0., a5y = -.15, a5z = 0., a6x = 0., a6y 
= .15, a6z = 0., b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -.6, b2y_B = .15, 
b2z_B = -.4, b3x_B = -.6, b3y_B = -.15, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .17, b4y_B = -.595, 
b4z_B = -.4, b5x_B = .43, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .43, b6y_B = .445, 
b6z_B = -.4, e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2 = .1, mp = 1.5, F1(t) = 0., F2(t) = 0., F3(t) = 0., 
F4(t) = 0., F5(t) = 0., F6(t) = 0.]; 
leBaumgarte := [5., 5.]; 
BuildSimulation(Model, 'SimName' = sSimuationName, 'ICs'=leICs, 
'NumericSubs'=leNumericSubs, 'Baumgarte'=leBaumgarte, 'Integrator'="rkf45", 
'RelErrTol'=.1e-5, 'AbsErrTol'=.1e-5, 'Duration'=2., 'NumStorePoints'=100, 'SilentMode' 
= true): 
 
Use  DynaFlexPro:  Plot  Builder  to  plot  the  moving  platform  trajectory  and  joint 
motion. 
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Figure 4-9: (a)  ( ) 1 d t  vs. time, (b)  ( ) 2 d t  vs. time, (c)  ( ) 3 d t  vs. time, (d)  ( ) 4 d t  vs. time, (e)  ( ) 5 d t  
vs. time, (f)  ( ) 6 d t  vs. time, (g) position constraint violation [L2-norm] vs. time,  (h) velocity 
constraint violation [L2-norm] vs. time, (i)  ( ) p x t  vs. time, (j)  ( ) p y t  vs. time, (k)  ( ) p z t  vs. time, (l) 
( ) x t f  vs. time, (m)  ( ) y t f  vs. time, and (n)  ( ) z t f  vs. time 
 
Figure 4-9(a)-(f) show the prismatic joint motion, and Figure 4-9(i)-(n) show moving 
platform motions. Figure 4-11 (g) shows least square norm of position violation versus 
time,  and  it  is  less  than  1.2e-5.  Considering  that  the  error  norms  are  of  the  same 
magnitude as the absolute and relative error tolerances used in dsolve/numeric, one can 
see that Baumgarte’s method is also quite effective. 
From the simulation, we can see that the limb length keeps extended, and the center 
of moving platform keeps falling down in the case that only gravitational acceleration is 
applied to the model without external forces and initial velocity. 
The disadvantage of the model is that the model does not know the limit of the 
length of each limb, instead only the prismatic joint displacement is considered. Of 
course the displacement will not continuously become larger and larger in the real world 
as the maximum of leg length is fixed. It is the same that the moving platform can not 
continuously fall down. Note that the simulation should make sure that the operation of 
the manipulator should lie within the workspace. 
4.3.3  Case III: with external force under gravity 
A  model  with  external  forces,  gravitational  acceleration  and  initial  velocity  is 
presented here.   57 
The time response will be computed for 1 seconds by a Fehlberg fourth-fifth order 
Runge-Kutta numerical solver. Numerical values are set for the parameters of the system 
model,  as  well  as  the  Baumgarte  constraint  equation  stabilization  algorithm.  Initial 
conditions for state variables are:  
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( ) -1.5 p x t = ,   ( ) 0 p y t = ,  ( ) 1 p z t = , 
( ) 1 .2613250969 d t = ,  ( ) 2 .2616956844 d t = ,  ( ) 3 .2616956844 d t = , 
( ) 4 .2613250969 d t = ,  ( ) 5 .2617151025 d t = , ( ) 6 .2617151025 d t = ,  
( ) 0 x t f = ,  ( ) 0 y t f = ,  ( ) 0 z t f = ,  
( ) 1 -.7783874433 t f = ,  ( ) 1 1.075047787 t q = ,  ( ) 2 -1.315765555 t f = , 
( ) 2 1.075206623 t q = ,  ( ) 3 1.315765555 t f = ,  ( ) 3 1.075206623 t q = ,  
( ) 4 .7783874433 t f = ,  ( ) 4 1.075047787 t q = ,  ( ) 5 -2.872574906 t f = , 
( ) 5 1.075214943 t q = ,  ( ) 6 2.872574906 t f = ,  ( ) 6 1.075214943 t q =  
 
Parameter and function values are: 
G = 9.807,  
Jxx1 = 0.00625,  Jxx2 = 0.00625, Jxxp = 0.08, Jyy1 = 0.00625, Jyy2 = 0.00625, Jyyp = 
0.08, Jzz1 = 0, Jzz2 = 0, Jzzp = 0.08,  
a1x = -2.120, a1y = 1.374, a1z = 0, a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0,  
a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, a3z = 0, a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, a4z = 0,  
a5x = 0, a5y = -.15, a5z = 0, a6x = 0, a6y = .15, a6z = 0,  
b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -.600, b2y_B = .150, b2z_B = -.4, 
b3x_B = -.600, b3y_B = -.150, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .170, b4y_B = -.595, b4z_B = -.4, 
b5x_B = .430, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .430, b6y_B = .445, b6z_B = -.4,  
e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2 = .1, mp = 1.5 
( ) 1 7.2 F t = ,  ( ) 2 7.2 F t = ,  ( ) 3 7.2 F t = ,  ( ) 4 7.2 F t = ,  ( ) 5 7.2 F t = ,  ( ) 6 7.2 F t =  
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Figure 4-10: DynaFlexPro: Forward Dynamic Simulation Builder for Stewart platform 
 
Or one can use command line: 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/F_Velocity/Stewart
Platform_ForwardDynamics.lib"): 
sSimuationName := "ForDyn_F7d2GVel0_Baum55": 
leICs := [0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., -1.5, 
0., 1., -.7386749031, -.7383043156, -.7383043156, -.7386749031, -.7382848975, -
.7382848975, 0., 0., 0., -.7783874433, 1.075047787, -1.315765555, 1.075206623, 
1.315765555, 1.075206623, .7783874433, 1.075047787, -2.872574906, 1.075214943, 
2.872574906, 1.075214943]; 
leNumericSubs := [G = 9.807, Jxx1 = .625e-2, Jxx2 = .625e-2, Jxxp = .8e-1, Jyy1 
= .625e-2, Jyy2 = .625e-2, Jyyp = .8e-1, Jzz1 = 0., Jzz2 = 0., Jzzp = .8e-1, a1x = -2.120, 
a1y = 1.374, a1z = 0., a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0., a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, 
a3z = 0., a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, a4z = 0., a5x = 0., a5y = -.15, a5z = 0., a6x = 0., a6y 
= .15, a6z = 0., b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -.6, b2y_B = .15, 
b2z_B = -.4, b3x_B = -.6, b3y_B = -.15, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .17, b4y_B = -.595, 
b4z_B = -.4, b5x_B = .43, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .43, b6y_B = .445, 
b6z_B = -.4, e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2 = .1, mp = 1.5, F1(t) = 7.25, F2(t) = 7.25, F3(t) 
= 7.25, F4(t) = 7.25, F5(t) = 7.25, F6(t) = 7.25]; 
leBaumgarte := [5, 5]; 
BuildSimulation(Model, 'SimName' = sSimuationName, 'ICs'=leICs, 
'NumericSubs'=leNumericSubs, 'Baumgarte'=leBaumgarte, 'Integrator'="rkf45", 
'RelErrTol'=.1e-5, 'AbsErrTol'=.1e-5, 'Duration'=1., 'NumStorePoints'=100, 'SilentMode' 
= true): 
 
Using  DynaFlexPro:  Plot  Builder  to  plot  the  joint  motion  and  moving  platform 
trajectory, we get. 
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Figure 4-11: (a)  ( ) 1 d t  vs. time, (b)  ( ) 2 d t  vs. time, (c)  ( ) 3 d t  vs. time, (d)  ( ) 4 d t  vs. time, (e)  ( ) 5 d t  
vs. time, (f)  ( ) 6 d t  vs. time, (g) position constraint violation [L2-norm] vs. time,  (h) velocity 
constraint violation [L2-norm] vs. time, (i)  ( ) p x t  vs. time, (j)  ( ) p y t  vs. time, (k)  ( ) p z t  vs. time, (l) 
( ) x t f  vs. time, (m)  ( ) y t f  vs. time, and (n)  ( ) z t f  vs. time 
 
Figure  4-11(a)-(f)  show  the  prismatic  joint  motion,  and  Figure  4-11(i)-(n)  show 
moving platform motions. Figure 4-11(g) shows least squares norm of position violation 
versus time, and it is less than 7e-7.    61 
4.4  Generating Simulink Block 
We  can  take  this  forward  dynamics  model  as  a  virtual  Stewart  platform.  Given 
actuator  forces,  we  can  see  how  the  motion  of  the  system.  Using  BlockBuilder  to 
generate Simulink Block from DynaFlexPro and either DynaFlexPro: Simulation Code 
Builder or use Maple in-line command. 
 
(a) 
 
 (b) 
Figure 4-12: (a) DynaFlexPro: Simulation Code Builder, and (b) code to generate Simulink Block 
 
We can choose Target direction to save generated Simulink Block, and choose a 
language.  It  can  be  “Maple  Function”,  or  “Maple  Procedure”,  or  “C  Procedure”,  or 
“Simulink S-Function buildscript”, or “Simulink S-Function with builtscript with built-in 
Integrator”. Add function desired to generate and substitute the parameters. Here, we use 
Maple  intergrator,  “Simulink  S-Function  with  builtscript  with  built-in  Integrator”. 
Baumgarte constraint stabilization factors of 30 a = ,  30 b =  
We can also use Maple in-line command   62 
> restart: 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamic
s/SimulinkBlock/WithBuiltInIntegrator/StewartPlatform_Forwa
rdDynamics.lib"): 
sTargetDir := 
"D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/ForwardDynamics/Simulin
kBlock/WithBuiltInIntegrator"; 
StateVariables := Model:-vX: 
lleFuncs := [["StateVariables", StateVariables]]: 
leNumericSubs := [G = 9.807, Jxx1 = .625e-2, Jxx2 = .625e-
2, Jxxp = .8e-1, Jyy1 = .625e-2, Jyy2 = .625e-2, Jyyp 
= .8e-1, Jzz1 = 0., Jzz2 = 0., Jzzp = .8e-1, a1x = -2.120, 
a1y = 1.374, a1z = 0., a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0., 
a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, a3z = 0., a4x = -2.120, a4y = -
1.374, a4z = 0., a5x = 0., a5y = -.15, a5z = 0., a6x = 0., 
a6y = .15, a6z = 0., b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -
.4, b2x_B = -.6, b2y_B = .15, b2z_B = -.4, b3x_B = -.6, 
b3y_B = -.15, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .17, b4y_B = -.595, 
b4z_B = -.4, b5x_B = .43, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B 
= .43, b6y_B = .445, b6z_B = -.4, e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 
= .1, m2 = .1, mp = 1.5]; 
leICs := [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1.5, 0, 
1.0, .2613250969, .2616956844, .2616956844, .2613250969, .2
617151025, .2617151025, 0, 0, 0, -.7783874433, 1.075047787, 
-1.315765555, 1.075206623, 1.315765555, 
1.075206623, .7783874433, 1.075047787, -2.872574906, 
1.075214943, 2.872574906, 1.075214943]; 
leBaumgarte := [30, 30]; 
BuildSimCode(Model, 'TargetDir' = sTargetDir, 
'Exports'={lleFuncs}, 
'Language'="BB_SFunction_WithIntegrator", 'Optimize'=true, 
'ICs'=leICs, 'Baumgarte'=leBaumgarte, 
'NumericSubs'=leNumericSubs, 'SilentMode' = false): 
    63 
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(d) 
Figure 4-13: (a) Forward dynamic Simulink block (b) forward dynamics MATLAB simulation, (c) 
the moving platform displacement, and (d) the moving platform orientation 
 
Using gravity but with zero actuator force, we can get the same results as shown in 
Section 4.3.2. This verifies the correctness of the block created. This block will be saved 
for further use. 
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5  Inverse Dynamics 
As  mentioned  in  the  beginning  of  the  previous  chapter,  the  inverse  dynamics 
problem  is  to  find  the  actuator  torques  and/or  forces  required  to  generate  a  desired 
trajectory of the manipulators.  
5.1  Benchmark 
Using method described in [2] as the benchmark, the principle of virtual work can be 
stated as: 
  ( )
6
1 1 2 2 0
T T i T i i T i
p p i i i i
i
d d d d + + + = ∑ q τ x F x F x F   (5.1) 
Writing the above virtual displacements to a set of independent generalized virtual 
displacements for the Stewart platform, we have 
  1 1
2 2
p p
i i
i i p
i i
i i p
J
J
J
d d
d d
d d
=
=
=
q x
x x
x x
  (5.2) 
Organizing Eq. (5.1) and after some simplification yields  
  ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) 0
T T T
p z p x x y y J J J + + + + = τ F F F F   (5.3) 
where 
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If  p J  is  nonsingular,  the  input  forces  can  be  determined  by  the  inverse 
transformation of Eq. (5.3)   66 
  ( ) ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ T T T
z p p x x y y J J J = - - + + τ F F F F   (5.4) 
 
Figure  5-1  shows  the  simulation  of  the  calculated  input  actuator  forces  for  the 
following moving platform motions.  
Case I: Static Case: 
( )
1.5
0
1.0
m
-  
  =  
   
p  and  ( ) 0 x y z rad f f f = = =  
Case II: Trajectory 1: 
( )
( )
( )
( )
1.5 0.2sin 3
0.2sin 3
1.0 0.2sin 3
t
t m
t
  - +
  =  
  +  
p  and  ( ) 0 x y z rad f f f = = =  
Case III: Trajectory 2: 
( )
1.5
0
1.0
m
-  
  =  
   
p and  ( )
( )( )
0
0.35sin 3
x y
z
rad
t rad
f f
f
= =
=
 
 
(a)  (b)   67 
 
(c) 
Figure 5-1: Principle of virtual work (a) Case I: Static, (b) Case II: Trajectory 1, (c) Case III: 
Trajectory 2 
 
To simplify the inverse dynamics of a general end-effector profile, a MATLAB GUI 
is built using the formulation described above. The interface is shown in Figure 5-2. By 
providing the trajectories of the moving platform, the GUI  can calculate the actuator 
forces and animate the corresponding given motion of Stewart platform. Actuator forces 
can  be  obtained  easily  by  changing  the  parameters  such  as  the  mass  of  the  moving 
platform and links, the geometry of the base and the moving platform, the link length of 
limbs, inertia of the moving platform and links, etc. Three end-effector trajectories have 
been predefined, which are the same as the trajectories described in the previous section. 
Any other motion can be entered in “Motion of End-Effector 1”.   68 
 
Figure 5-2: Graphical user interface built in MATLAB GUIDE (GUI Builder) based on principle of 
virtual work [2] 
5.2  Modeling 
Inverse dynamics problem model in DynaFlexPro of a Stewart platform is nearly the 
same as forward dynamics problem model except using Motion Driver instead of Force 
Driver - see Figure 5-3 (a). the 24 generalized coordinates are selected as  ( ) p x t ,  ( ) p y t , 
( ) p z t ,  ( ) 1 d t ,  ( ) 2 d t ,  ( ) 3 d t ,  ( ) 4 d t ,  ( ) 5 d t ,  ( ) 6 d t ,  ( ) z t f ,  ( ) y t f ,  ( ) x t f ,  ( ) 1 t f ,  ( ) 1 t q , 
( ) 2 t f ,  ( ) 2 t q ,  ( ) 3 t f ,  ( ) 3 t q ,  ( ) 4 t f ,  ( ) 4 t q ,  ( ) 5 t f ,  ( ) 5 t q ,  ( ) 6 t f ,  ( ) 6 t q .  
5.2.1  Building model in Model Builder 
Referring to Section 4.1.1, in the build model in Model Builder, we just change each 
driver from Force Driver to Motion Driver. Setting each of dyad motion functions as 
( ) 1 l t ,  ( ) 2 l t ,  ( ) 3 l t ,  ( ) 4 l t ,  ( ) 5 l t ,  ( ) 6 l t  separately, and Reaction variable as  1 F ,  2 F ,  3 F , 
4 F ,  5 F ,  6 F .    69 
   
(a)  (b) 
Figure 5-3: (a) Motion Driver for inverse dynamics problem, and (b) generating *.dfp file 
 
5.2.2  Generation of dfp file 
Then generate of dfp file and save it for further generating equations of motion use, 
(see Figure 5-3(b)).  
5.3  Building equations and expressions 
Equations  of  motions  can  be  obtained  by  either  using  DynaFlexPro:  Equation 
Builder or command line BuildEQs. From equation generation analysis, we learn that this 
system  has  0  DOF.  It  is  modeled  using  24  generalized  coordinates  coupled  by  24 
algebraic constraints.  
"Analyzing system..."  
"Performing constraint analysis..."  
"The system has 0 degree(s) of freedom.  It is modeled using 24 generalized coordinat\
e(s) coupled by 24 algebraic constraint(s)."  
"Peforming a dynamic analysis using an augmented reaction formulation - system vari \
ables shown below:"  
"vQ"


     


     
 24 Element Column Vector 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
"vP"


     


     
 24 Element Column Vector 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
"vPdot" , , , , ,


     


     
 24 Element Column Vector 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
"vReactions"


     


     
 24 Element Column Vector 
 Data Type: anything 
 Storage: rectangular 
 Order: Fortran_order 
, ,
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"Dynamic analysis complete."  
There are more 6 algebraic constraints in inverse dynamics model than in forward 
constraints. They are the motion added in prismatic joints. 


            


            
 -  ( ) d1 t ( ) l1 t
 -  ( ) d2 t ( ) l2 t
 -  ( ) d3 t ( ) l3 t
 -  ( ) d4 t ( ) l4 t
 -  ( ) d5 t ( ) l5 t
 -  ( ) d6 t ( ) l6 t
 
 
 
The augmented dynamic equations with the constraints reactions are the following: 
 
T dp
M C f F
dt
+ =   (5.5) 
where  
-  f  contains the reaction loads in the cotree joints that enforce the kinematic constraints 
and actuator forces. In this system  f  is a 24 1 ´  vector, include 18 reaction forces in 6 
spherical  joints, and they  are  1 s x F ,  1 s y F ,  1 s z F ,  2 s x F ,  2 s y F ,  2 s z F ,  3 s x F ,  3 s y F ,  3 s z F ,  4 s x F , 
4 s y F ,  4 s z F ,  5 s x F ,  5 s y F ,  5 s z F ,  6 s x F ,  6 s y F ,  6 s z F  and 6 actuator forces in 6 prismatic joints 
( ) 1 F t ,  ( ) 2 F t ,  ( ) 3 F t ,  ( ) 4 F t ,  ( ) 5 F t ,  ( ) 6 F t .  
- C  is the corresponding coefficient matrix 24 24 ´ .  
- 
dp
dt
is  the  time  derivative  of  generalized  coordinates  24 1 ´ ,  and  they  are ( ) p
d
x t
dt
, 
( ) p
d
y t
dt
,  ( ) p
d
z t
dt
,  ( ) 1
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 2
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 3
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 4
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 5
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 6
d
d t
dt
, 
( ) z
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) y
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) x
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 1
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 1
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 2
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 2
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 3
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 3
d
t
dt
q , 
( ) 4
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 4
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 5
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 5
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 6
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 6
d
t
dt
q  
-  F is a 24 1 ´  vector and includes actuator forces, Coriolis and centrifugal forces and 
gravitational forces. 
We also get 24 position-level kinematic constraint equations of:   71 
  ( ) , 0 q t F =   (5.6) 
Converting  the  DAEs  to  ODEs  is  to  replace  the  position  constraints  with  the 
acceleration  constraints,  we  can  then  numerically  integrate  simultaneously  the  ODEs 
from the dynamic equations to get the state profiles. In the integration process, since the 
accumulation  of  numerical  errors  will  lead  to  violations  in  the  position  constraint 
equations, Baumgarte proposed a method to stabilize these constraints by combining the 
position, velocity and acceleration constraints into a single expression of: 
 
2 2 0 c a b + Y + F =   (5.7) 
where  
-  , , , 0 p
dp dp
p q t e
dt dt
c   = = Y -  
 
 is  acceleration-level  kinematic  constrain  equations, 
which are nonlinear in  p  and q, and linear in accelerations. 
-  , , , 0 p
dp
p q t p c
dt
  Y = = Y -  
 
 is  velocity-level  kinematic  constraint  equations,  which 
are nonlinear in the coordinates qand linear in the speeds  p  
-  ( ) , 0 q t F =  is  position-level  kinematic  constraint  equations  in  terms  of  the  n 
coordinates. 
Eq. (5.7) can be written as a linear equation in terms of the accelerations: 
 
2 2 p
dp
e
dt
a b e Y = - Y - F =   (5.8) 
Transformation between time derivative of generalized speeds (
dp
dt
) and generalized 
speeds ( p ), we get 
  ( ) , ,
dq
h p q t
dt
=   (5.9) 
 
where 
-  q  is generalized coordinates selected by user, in this model, they are ( ) p x t ,  ( ) p y t , 
( ) p z t ,  ( ) 1 d t ,  ( ) 2 d t ,  ( ) 3 d t ,  ( ) 4 d t ,  ( ) 5 d t ,  ( ) 6 d t ,  ( ) z t f ,  ( ) y t f ,  ( ) x t f ,  ( ) 1 t f ,  ( ) 1 t q , 
( ) 2 t f ,  ( ) 2 t q ,  ( ) 3 t f ,  ( ) 3 t q ,  ( ) 4 t f ,  ( ) 4 t q ,  ( ) 5 t f ,  ( ) 5 t q ,  ( ) 6 t f ,  ( ) 6 t q    72 
-  p  is  generalized  coordinates  selected  by  user  ,  in  this  model,  they  are  ( ) p
d
x t
dt
, 
( ) p
d
y t
dt
,  ( ) p
d
z t
dt
,  ( ) 1
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 2
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 3
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 4
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 5
d
d t
dt
,  ( ) 6
d
d t
dt
, 
( ) z
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) y
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) x
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 1
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 1
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 2
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 2
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 3
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 3
d
t
dt
q , 
( ) 4
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 4
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 5
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 5
d
t
dt
q ,  ( ) 6
d
t
dt
f ,  ( ) 6
d
t
dt
q  
Eq.  (5.5),  (5.8),  and  (5.9)  consist  of  system  ODEs,  writing  equations  into  the 
AY B =  form, we get: 
 
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
dp
dt M C F
dq
h
dt
f e
 
 
     
      =      
    Y       
   
  (5.10) 
Where 
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
M C
A
 
  =  
  Y  
, 
dp
dt
dq
Y
dt
f
 
 
 
  =  
 
 
   
 and 
F
B h
e
 
  =  
   
 
From Eq. (5.10) derivative of state variables 
T
dp dq
dt dt
 
   
 and reaction forces  f can 
be obtained by:  
 
1
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
dp
dt M C F
dq
h
dt
f e
-
 
 
     
      =      
    Y        
   
  (5.11)   73 
Integrating the  derivatives  of  the  state  variables 
T
dp dq
dt dt
 
   
to  get  state  variables 
[ ]
T
p q . Then, substituting the state variables [ ]
T
p q  into reactions forces and actuator 
forces  f , the inverse dynamics problem can be solved.  
5.3.1  DynaFlexPro: Equation Builder 
In Equation Builder, set “Simplification technique to be used on kinematic equation” 
to “Combine” to simplify trigonometry equations, and set “Simplification technique to be 
used  on  dynamic  equations  to  “Simplify”, and  also  “Generalized  constraint  forces  as 
Lagrange multipliers or as reaction variables to “Reaction”. Lastly, set “Maximum order 
for expressions containing elastic coordinates” to “1”. 
We can also use the following Maple command line 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
sDFPFile  := 
"D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/InverseDynamics/trajectory1/StewartPlatform_In
verseDynamics.dfp"; 
BuildEQs('InputFileName'  =  sDFPFile,  'ModelName'  =  "Model",  'AugType'  = 
"Reaction",  'KinSimpType'  =  "Combine",  'DynSimpType'  =  "Simplify", 
'MaxSmallQOrder' = 1, 'SaveToLib' = true, 'SilentMode' = true): 
5.4  Simulation and plotting 
To evaluate the computed driving torques, a numerical kinematic solution is needed 
for the 24 coordinates. After getting kinematic response, one can obtain joint driving 
motor torques. Check the sequence of reaction force, and find the joint actuator forces  1 F , 
2 F ,  3 F ,  4 F ,  5 F ,  6 F  that are from 19 to 24 
> vReactions[19..24]; 


            


            
( ) F1 t
( ) F2 t
( ) F3 t
( ) F4 t
( ) F5 t
( ) F6 t    74 
To obtain a symbolic expressions for the driving torque, the system equations are 
written  matrix  form  of  AY=B,  where  Y  contains  the  time  derivatives  of  the  state 
variables and the constraint reaction terms. The desired driving torque is the last 6 entry 
in the column matrix in vY. Maple’s built-in linear equation solver (LinearSolve) is not 
tailored for large systems of this type, so the DynaFlexPro procedure “LargeLinSolve” is 
used to solve for the column matrix vY, in which each entry is expressed as a sequence of 
ordered  substitutions  of  temporary  variables  in  “leOrderedSubs”.  The  result  is  a 
computational sequence for evaluating the entries in vY. 
An  explicit  expression  for  the  entries  in  vY  can  be  obtained  by  recursively 
substituting the list of temporary variables into vY. Beware that some of these symbolic 
expressions will be very large, and displaying these equations is not recommended for 
computers with limited resources.  
The symbolic equations can then be exported as optimized C or MATLAB code and 
computed faster than in real-time. To compute the driving torque, one must first solve for 
state variable in kinematic analysis. Sometimes, Maple can solve the nonlinear algebraic 
constraint equations  for  a  closed-form  solution for  the  kinematics.  Unfortunately, the 
complex 18 nonlinear position constraint equations of Stewart platform cannot be solved 
in a closed-form solution, so a hand-derived analytical solution to the nonlinear kinematic 
equations is needed here. 
A computationally-efficient way to generate plots of reactions and driving loads is to 
build  an  optimized  Maple  function,  ConstraintReactions.  The  time  response  can  be 
simulated  in  DynaFlexPro:  Forward  Dynamic  Simulation  Builder.  The  difference  of 
using  DynaFlexPro:  Forward  Dynamic  Simulation  Builder  is  in  function  values.  In 
Chapter 4, the functions values are the actuator forces in forward dynamics while in this 
chapter, the function values are the motions of the actuator joints.   75 
 
Figure 5-4: Using DynaFlexPro: Forward Dynamic Simulation Builder to get the kinematic response 
 
Calculating the translational displacement of the prismatic joints, which can be found 
in Chapter 3.  
> with(LinearAlgebra): 
with(VectorCalculus): 
xpp:=-
1.5+0.2*sin(3*t):ypp:=0.2*sin(3*t):zpp:=1.0+0.2*sin(3*t): 
p:=<xpp,ypp,zpp>: 
phixx:=0:phiyy:=0:phizz:=0: 
a1:=<-2.120,1.374,0>:a2:=<-2.380,1.224,0>:a3:=<-2.380,-
1.224,0>: 
a4:=<-2.120,-1.374,0>:a5:=<0,-0.15,0>:a6:=<0,0.15,0>: 
b1_B:=<0.170,0.595,-0.4>:b2_B:=<-0.6,0.15,-0.4>:b3_B:=<-
0.6,-0.15,-0.4>: 
b4_B:=<0.17,-0.595,-0.4>:b5_B:=<0.43,-0.445,-
0.4>:b6_B:=<0.43,0.445,-0.4>: 
> RB_A:=<<cos(phizz)*cos(phiyy) | 
cos(phizz)*sin(phiyy)*sin(phixx)-sin(phizz)*cos(phixx) | 
cos(phizz)*sin(phiyy)*cos(phixx)+sin(phizz)*cos(phixx)>, 
       <sin(phizz)*cos(phiyy) | 
sin(phizz)*sin(phiyy)*sin(phixx)+cos(phizz)*cos(phixx) | 
sin(phizz)*sin(phiyy)*cos(phixx)-cos(phizz)*sin(phixx)>, 
       <-sin(phiyy) | cos(phiyy)*sin(phixx) |   76 
cos(phiyy)*cos(phixx)>>: 
b1:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RB_A,b1_B): 
b2:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RB_A,b2_B): 
b3:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RB_A,b3_B): 
b4:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RB_A,b4_B): 
b5:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RB_A,b5_B): 
b6:=MatrixVectorMultiply(RB_A,b6_B): 
> s1_m:=evalm(p+b1-a1):s2_m:=evalm(p+b2-a2): 
s3_m:=evalm(p+b3-a3):s4_m:=evalm(p+b4-a4): 
s5_m:=evalm(p+b5-a5):s6_m:=evalm(p+b6-a6): 
d1_m:=Norm(<s1_m[1],s1_m[2],s1_m[3]>): 
d2_m:=Norm(<s2_m[1],s2_m[2],s2_m[3]>): 
d3_m:=Norm(<s3_m[1],s3_m[2],s3_m[3]>): 
d4_m:=Norm(<s4_m[1],s4_m[2],s4_m[3]>): 
d5_m:=Norm(<s5_m[1],s5_m[2],s5_m[3]>): 
d6_m:=Norm(<s6_m[1],s6_m[2],s6_m[3]>): 
dd1:=d1_m-2:dd2:=d2_m-2:dd3:=d3_m-2:dd4:=d4_m-2:dd5:=d5_m-
2:dd6:=d6_m-2: 
d1_D:=diff(dd1,t):d2_D:=diff(dd2,t):d3_D:=diff(dd3,t): 
d4_D:=diff(dd4,t):d5_D:=diff(dd5,t):d6_D:=diff(dd6,t): 
d1_DD:=diff(d1_D,t):d2_DD:=diff(d2_D,t):d3_DD:=diff(d3_D,t)
: 
d4_DD:=diff(d4_D,t):d5_DD:=diff(d5_D,t):d6_DD:=diff(d6_D,t)
: 
From the above, we obtain the translational displacement, velocity and acceleration 
of the prismatic joints of each dyad. Copy and paste joint functions in DynaFlexPro: 
Forward Dynamic Simulation Builder to Parameter and Function Values section, in the 
sequence  of:  ( ) 1
d d
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dt dt
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dt dt
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d d
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dt dt
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,  ( ) 6
d
l t
dt
,  ( ) 6 l t . The time response will be computed by a Runge-Kutta-
Fehlberg numerical solver. Numerical values are set for the parameters of the system 
model, as well as the Baumgarte constraint equation stabilization algorithm. It is also 
required for numerical integration are the initial values for the state variables. These are 
obtained  by  numerically  solving  the  position  constraint  equation  for  the  initial 
coordinates, and the velocity constraint equation for the initial speeds.   77 
The position constraints are obtained using the GetPosCons command, which loads 
the constraint equations from the StewartPlatform_InverseDynamics.lib file, into which 
the geometrical parameters are substituted:    
> restart; 
> with(DynaFlexPro); 
Model:= 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/InverseDynamic
s/trajectory1/StewartPlatform_InverseDynamics.lib"); 
with(Model): 
> PosCons := GetPosCons(); 
> ParaSubs:= [G = 9.807, Jxx1 = 0.625e-2, Jxx2 = 0, Jxxp = 
0.8e-1, Jyy1 = 0, Jyy1 = 0, Jyy2 = 0.625e-2, Jyyp = 0.8e-1, 
Jzz1 = 0, Jzz2 = 0, Jzzp = 0.8e-1, a1x = -2.120, a1y = 
1.374, a1z = 0, a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0, a3x = -
2.380, a3y = -1.224, a3z = 0, a4x = -2.120, a4y = -1.374, 
a4z = 0, a5x = 0, a5y = -.15, a5z = 0, a6x = 0, a6y = .15, 
a6z = 0, b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -.4, b2x_B = -
.600, b2y_B = .150, b2z_B = -.4, b3x_B = -.600, b3y_B = -
.150, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .170, b4y_B = -.595, b4z_B = -
.4, b5x_B = .430, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B = .430, 
b6y_B = .445, b6z_B = -.4, e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 = .1, m2 
= .1, mp = 1.5]; 
> InitPosEQs:= eval(PosCons, ParaSubs); 
 
The equations must be converted into a set which is to be consistent with fsolve 
syntax, and the explicit dependence on time (t) removed. At the same time, the initial 
value of t=0 is substituted into the equations. The fsolve is called. The initial position of 
the moving platform is given  1.5 p x m = - ,  0 p y m = ,  1.0 p z m = ,  0 px rad w = ,  0 py rad w = , 
0 pz rad w = . Since there are usually multiple solutions to nonlinear equations, ranges are 
specified for valid values of the generalized coordinates: 
> InitPosEQsset:= convert(eval(InitPosEQs, {phi1(t) = ap1, 
theta1(t) = at1, phi2(t) = ap2, theta2(t) = at2, phi3(t) = 
ap3, theta3(t) = at3, phi4(t) = ap4, theta4(t) = at4, 
phi5(t) = ap5, theta5(t) = at5, phi6(t) = ap6, theta6(t) = 
at6, phix(t) = 0, phiy(t) = 0, phiz(t) = 0, xp(t) = -1.5, 
yp(t) = 0, zp(t) = 1.0, d1(t) = d11, d2(t) = d22, d3(t) = 
d33, d4(t) = d44, d5(t) = d55, d6(t) = d66, t = 0}), set); 
> InitPos := fsolve(InitPosEQsset,{ap1=-3.14..0,ap2=-
3.14..0,ap3=0..3.14,ap4=0..3.14,ap5=-
3.14..0,ap6=0..3.14,at1=0..3.14,at2=0..3.14,at3=0..3.14,at4  78 
=0..3.14,at5=0..3.14,at6=0..3.14,d11=-2..2,d22=-2..2,d33=-
2..2,d44=-2..2,d55=-2..2,d66=-2..2}); 
 
We get the initial position condition from above calculation, and they are the same 
values derived by hand in Chapter 3. 
InitPos  =  ap5 -2.872574906  =  ap6 2.872574906  =  d55 -0.7382848975 , , , {  := 
 =  d66 -0.7382848975  =  at5 1.075214943  =  d33 -0.7383043156 , , ,
 =  ap2 -1.315765555  =  ap4 0.7783874433  =  at2 1.075206623  =  at4 1.075047787 , , , ,
 =  at6 1.075214943  =  d22 -0.7383043156  =  d44 -0.7386749031  =  ap3 1.315765555 , , , ,
 =  at3 1.075206623  =  ap1 -0.7783874433  =  at1 1.075047787  =  d11 -0.7386749031 , , ,
}
 
 
The initial speeds are found by solving constraint equations, which are linear in the 
generalized  speeds.  Again,  dependence  on  time  must  be  removed,  and  the  equations 
converted to a set before the solve command can be called. The equations are solve at t=0:  
> VelCons := GetVelCons(); 
> InitVelEQs:= eval(VelCons, ParaSubs); 
> InitVelEQs := eval(InitVelEQs, {diff(phi1(t), t) = ap1dot, 
diff(theta1(t), t) = at1dot, diff(phi2(t), t) = ap2dot, 
diff(theta2(t), t) = at2dot, diff(phi3(t), t) = ap3dot, 
diff(theta3(t), t) = at3dot, diff(phi4(t), t) = ap4dot, 
diff(theta4(t), t) = at4dot, diff(phi5(t), t) = ap5dot, 
diff(theta5(t), t) = at5dot, diff(phi6(t), t) = ap6dot, 
diff(theta6(t), t) = at6dot, diff(d1(t), t) = d1dot, 
diff(d2(t), t) = d2dot, diff(d3(t), t) = d3dot, diff(d4(t), 
t) = d4dot, diff(d5(t), t) = d5dot, diff(d6(t), t) = d6dot, 
diff(xp(t), t) = .6, diff(yp(t), t) = .6, diff(zp(t), t) 
= .6, diff(phix(t), t) = 0, diff(phiy(t), t) = 0, 
diff(phiz(t), t) = 0}); 
> InitVelEQsnew:=eval(InitVelEQs,{phi1(t) = ap1, theta1(t) = 
at1, phi2(t) = ap2, theta2(t) = at2,phi3(t) = ap3, 
theta3(t) = at3, phi4(t) = ap4, theta4(t) = at4, phi5(t) = 
ap5, theta5(t) = at5, phi6(t) = ap6, theta6(t) = at6, xp(t) 
= -1.5, yp(t) = 0, zp(t) = 1.0, phix(t) = 0, phiy(t) = 0, 
phiz(t) = 
0,t=0,d1(t)=d11,d2(t)=d22,d3(t)=d33,d4(t)=d44,d5(t)=d55,d6(
t)=d66}); 
 
The  moving  platform  velocities  are  givenas:  ( ) 0 0.6 / p x m s = ɺ ,  ( ) 0 0.6 / p y m s = ɺ , 
( ) 0 0.6 / p z m s = ɺ ,   ( ) 0 0 / x rad s f = ɺ ,   ( ) 0 0 / y rad s f = ɺ ,   ( ) 0 0 / z rad s f = ɺ .   79 
Solving the equations to get initial velocity, and they are the same as the results 
derived by hand in Chapter 3. 
InitVel  =  at1dot -0.4161797554  =  at5dot -0.6964441458  =  at4dot -0.09842119369 , , , {  := 
 =  d5dot -0.3637905252  =  ap1dot 0.7647807655  =  ap6dot -0.6648131989 , , ,
 =  ap4dot 0.005361751769  =  d6dot -0.08322005449  =  d2dot -0.09225679501 , , ,
 =  at6dot -0.5762343732  =  d1dot 0.2906467185  =  d4dot 1.031772065 , , ,
 =  d3dot 0.9292256559  =  ap2dot 0.6594819608  =  at2dot -0.5801182891 , , ,
 =  ap3dot -0.3867272357  =  at3dot -0.1424510437  =  ap5dot -0.3774580431 , , }
 
 
These  values  of  the  initial position  coordinates  and  speed  coordinates,  consistent 
with  the  driver  functions  and  kinematic  constraint  equation  can  be  entered  into  the 
Simulation Builder window Figure 5-4.  
 
5.5  Generation of Simulink Block 
5.5.1  Case I: Static Case 
Generating  MATLAB  block  from  Simulation  Code  Builder,  see  Figure  5-5(a), 
choose target language as Simulink S-Function builtscript with built-in Maple integrator 
(requires for BlockBuilder). Choose the constraint reactions as function to generate. Set 
simulation  time  for  2  seconds.  Use  fixed  time  step  and  set  it  as  1e-3  in 
MATLAB/Simulink simulation and ode4 (Runge-Kutta) integrator. 
Or we can write in-line version in Maple worksheet 
> restart: 
with(DynaFlexPro): 
Model := 
GetModel("D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/Finished/Inver
seDynamics/InvDyn_Simulink/trajectory1/Baum3030/StewartPlat
form_InverseDynamics.lib"): 
sTargetDir := 
"D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatform/Finished/InverseDynamic
s/InvDyn_Simulink/trajectory1/Baum3030": 
Model:-SetBaumgarte([ 30, 30]): #Baumgarte Constraint 
Stabilization [alpha, beta] 
(xA,vY,vB) := Model:-GetAYBSysODEs(): 
(DerivativeofStateVariablesSubs, 
DerivativeofStateVariables) := DynaFlexPro:-mLibMan:-
LibFunc("Global","LargeLinSolve", [xA, vB,`dY`]): 
lleFuncs := [["DerivativeofStateVariables", 
DerivativeofStateVariables,   80 
DerivativeofStateVariablesSubs]]: 
leNumericSubs := [G = 9.807, Jxx1 = .625e-2, Jxx2 = .625e-
2, Jxxp = .8e-1, Jyy1 = .625e-2, Jyy2 = .625e-2, Jyyp 
= .8e-1, Jzz1 = 0., Jzz2 = 0., Jzzp = .8e-1, a1x = -2.120, 
a1y = 1.374, a1z = 0., a2x = -2.380, a2y = 1.224, a2z = 0., 
a3x = -2.380, a3y = -1.224, a3z = 0., a4x = -2.120, a4y = -
1.374, a4z = 0., a5x = 0., a5y = -.15, a5z = 0., a6x = 0., 
a6y = .15, a6z = 0., b1x_B = .170, b1y_B = .595, b1z_B = -
.4, b2x_B = -.6, b2y_B = .15, b2z_B = -.4, b3x_B = -.6, 
b3y_B = -.15, b3z_B = -.4, b4x_B = .17, b4y_B = -.595, 
b4z_B = -.4, b5x_B = .43, b5y_B = -.445, b5z_B = -.4, b6x_B 
= .43, b6y_B = .445, b6z_B = -.4, e1 = .5, e2 = .5, m1 
= .1, m2 = .1, mp=1.5]: 
BuildSimCode(Model, 'TargetDir' = sTargetDir, 
'Exports'={lleFuncs}, 'Language'="BB_SFunction", 
'Optimize'=true, 'NumericSubs'=leNumericSubs, 'SilentMode' 
= false): 
 
The following is the procedure to generate MATLAB S-Function scripts. It states the 
order of the state variable array and indicates there are 18 inputs are needed for this 
model and also the order of inputs array. 
"DynaFlexPro - version 3.1.0"  
"Copyright 2005-2007, MotionPro Inc."  
"Type '?DynaFlexPro' for help with DynaFlexPro."  
"***BB_SFunction selected - State Array variables moved to Inputs Array.***"  
"Order of the State Variable Array: "  
[ ]  
"Order of the Constant Parameter Array: "  
[ ]  
"Order of the Inputs Array: "  
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"--------------Processing DerivativeofStateVariables-------------"  
"BlockBuilder object, `BBsysDerivativeofStateVariables`, created in the Maple works\
pace (compatible with BlockBuilder[Interactive]).  Additionally, files needed to d\
irectly create a Simulink s-function written to `D:/yw52/Spring2008/StewartPlatf\
orm/Finished/InverseDynamics/InvDyn_Simulink/trajectory1/Baum3030`"
 
5450 assignments 1181 subscripts 6799 additions 418 functions  +   +   + 
6118 multiplications 48 divisions  +   +   
"----duration: 164.906 seconds----"  
""  
 
Figure 5-5(b) is a Simulink block generated from DynaFlexPro. Use this generated 
Simulink block to perform inverse dynamics simulation. The inputs are the six prismatic 
joints  motion  ( )
2
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f t
dt
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d
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dt
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,  ( ) 5 f t , 
( )
2
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dt
,  ( ) 6
d
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dt
,  ( ) 6 f t . The outputs include six spherical joints reactions forces 
and the prismatic joints actuator forces ( ) 1 F t ,  ( ) 2 F t ,  ( ) 3 F t ,  ( ) 4 F t ,  ( ) 5 F t ,  ( ) 6 F t .  
 Case 1 Baumgarte constraint stabilization parameters of a  = 30, and b  = 30.   82 
   
(a)  (b) 
 
(c)  (d) 
(e)  (f) 
Figure 5-5: When Baumgarte stabilization constraint  30 a = , 30 b = , simulation time=2s, fixed 
time step 1e-3, integrator ode4 (Runge-Kutta) (a) Simulation code builder, (b) generated actuate 
forces block, (c) MATLAB/Simulink simulation, (d) Calculated actuator foeces, (e) compare to 
benchmark, (f) absolute errors between benchmark and block generated from DynaFlexPro 
   83 
Figure 5-5(d) shows the simulated actuator forces. Compare them to benchmark, the 
absolute error is less than 0.031%, which verifies the solution 
5.5.2  Case II: Trajectory 1 
Similar to Case  I, using the simulation  code builder to  generate Simulink block. 
Choose target language as Simulink S-Function builtscript with built-in Maple integrator 
(requires for BlockBuilder), and choose constraint reactions as function to generate. Set 
simulation time for 2 seconds. Use fixed time step and set it as 1e-3 in MATLAB / 
Simulink simulation and ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator. Or write in-line version in 
Maple worksheet. 
Case 1 Baumgarte constraint stabilization parameters a  = 30, and b  = 30. 
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 5-6: When Baumgarte stabilization constraint  30 a = , 30 b = , simulation time=2s,  fixed 
time step 1e-3, integrator ode4 (Runge-Kutta) (a) MATLAB / Simulink simulation, (b) Calculated 
actuator forces, (c) compare to benchmark, (d) absolute errors between benchmark and block 
generated from DynaFlexPro   84 
 
5.5.3  Case III: Trajectory 2 
The same as before use simulation code builder to generate Simulink block. Choose 
target  language  as  Simulink  S-Function  builtscript  with  built-in  Maple  integrator 
(requires for BlockBuilder), and choose constraint reactions as function to generate. Set 
simulation  time  for  2  seconds.  Use  fixed  time  step  and  set  it  as  1e-3  in 
MATLAB/Simulink simulation and use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator. Or write in-
line version in Maple worksheet. 
Case 1 we consider Baumgarte constraint stabilization parameters a  = 30, and b  = 
30. 
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 5-7: When Baumgarte stabilization constraint a =30,b =30, simulation time=2s,  fixed time 
step 1e-3, integrator ode4 (Runge-Kutta) (a) MATLAB/Simulink simulation, (b) Calculated actuator 
forces, (c) compare to benchmark, (d) absolute errors between benchmark and block generated from 
DynaFlexPro 
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The error is less than 8%. 
5.6  Sensitivity Analysis 
The major goal of the sensitivity analysis is to see the sensitivity of the input forces 
to the system while the weight (mass) of the end-effector varies. This is important since 
most of the time we do not know the payload the end-effector is going to carry, and such 
parameter would heavily affect the required input force to the system. 
5.6.1  Case I: Static 
(a)  I(b) 
(c)  (d)   86 
(e)  (f) 
Figure 5-8: (a) Actuate Force 1, (b) Actuate Force 2, (c) Actuate Force 3, (d) Actuate Force 4, (e) 
Actuate Force 5, (f) Actuate Force 6, 
The trajectory of the moving platform is the following 
( )
1.5
0
1.0
m
-  
  =  
   
p  and  ( ) 0 x y z rad f f f = = =  
Since we have already derived the symbolic equations of motion of the system, we 
can  perform such  analysis directly  by  substituting  different  parameters.  The  dynamic 
parameters from the symbolic EOMs are directly accessible such parametric analysis. 
The  input  forces  can  then  be  solved  in  closed  form  while  retaining  the  mass  of  the 
moving platform  p m  as a parameter. The closed-form expression obtained can then be 
used to construct the sensitivity surface, as we will perform subsequently. 
In  this  case,  the  mass  of  the  moving  platform  p m  is  varying  at  the  values  of 
[ ] 1 3 5 7 9
T kg. Baumgarte stabilization parameters are set to be  30 a = ,  30 b = . 
We can see that the input forces are increasing when the masses are increasing. This 
is valid since more input forces are required to drive heavier mass of the platform. 
5.6.2  Case II: Trajectory 1 
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1.0 0.2sin 3
t
t m
t
  - +
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p  and  ( ) 0 x y z rad f f f = = =    87 
In  this  case,  the  mass  of  the  moving  platform  p m  is  varying  at  the  values  of 
[ ] 1 3 5 7 9
T
kg. Baumgarte stabilization parameters are set to  30 a = ,  30 b = . 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d)   88 
(e)  (f) 
Figure 5-9: (a) Actuate Force 1, (b) Actuate Force 2, (c) Actuate Force 3, (d) Actuate Force 4, (e) 
Actuate Force 5, (f) Actuate Force 6, 
 
5.6.3  Case III: Trajectory 2 
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In  this  case,  the  mass  of  the  moving  platform  p m  is  varying  at  the  values  of 
[ ] 1 3 5 7 9
T
kg. 
(a)  I(b)   89 
(c)  (d) 
(e)  (f) 
Figure 5-10: (a) Actuator Force 1, (b) Actuator Force 2, (c) Actuator Force 3, (d) Actuator Force 4, (e) 
Actuator Force 5, (f) Actuator Force 6 
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6  Trajectory Tracking Control 
It can be noted that pure inverse dynamic computation of input forces to the system 
might not be able to track the trajectories perfectly. Hence, in this chapter, we consider 
the control problems in the Stewart platform. 
Most previous work on control methods of Stewart platform are based on task-space 
level and such as sliding-mode control [19], enhanced sliding mode control [17], inverse 
dynamics control with approximate dynamics [20], Lyapunov method in association with 
the  index  of  parameter  adaptation  and  tracking  performance  [18],  H¥  controller  [24] 
were proposed. We will use the feedback linearization plus PD control to control our 
system in DynaFlexPro. 
6.1  Control Using Feedback Linearization  
We use the method with explicit compact closed-form dynamic equations in the task-
space  by  applying  the  combination  of  the  Newton-Euler  method  with  the  Lagrange 
formulation including the dynamics of the legs for the Stewart platform manipulator. For 
details, refer to Guo and Li [16]. 
The complete dynamic equations of the Stewart platform manipulator can be written 
in the following general form in the task-space 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) x x x x x x x M +C , +G = H F ɺɺ ɺ ɺ   (6.1) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
x
 
 
   
T T T T T T
n n n n n n
H =
RpR n RpR n RpR n RpR n RpR n RpR n ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ
 
[ ] 1 2 3 4 5 6
T
f f f f f f = F  
If  ( ) x H  is not singular Fcan be computed as the follows: 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
x x x x x x x
-
= F H M +C , +G ɺɺ ɺ ɺ   (6.2) 
To meet the trajectory tracking requirement, we consider a PD controller based on 
feedback  linearization  technique.  Let  ( ) d x t ,  ( ) d x t ɺ  and  ( ) d x t ɺɺ  represents  the  desired 
trajectory information. Define error between actual and desired trajectory as  
  ( ) ( ) ( ) d e t x t x t = -   (6.3) 
Let  ( ) d x x t e e = + + p d K K ɺɺ ɺɺ ɺ,  ( ) ( ) x x x x x = h , C , ɺ ɺ ɺ  and substitute in Eq. (6.2), we have the 
control input, 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
d p d x x x t e e x x x
-
= + + F H M K K +h , +G ɺɺ ɺ ɺ   (6.4) 
Then, by substituting Eq. (6.4) into Eq. (6.2), we have the error dynamics of the system 
as follows 
  0 e e e + + = d p K K ɺɺ ɺ   (6.5) 
By choosing  p K  and  d K  as positive definite, symmetric matrices, we can easily ensure 
that the controlled system is stable and  0 e ®  exponentially when t ®¥. 
Proof: By taking the Laplace transform of the error dynamics equation, we have  
  ( ) ( ) ( )
2 0 d p s e s sK e s K e s + + =   (6.6) 
Then we have the characteristic equation for the linearized system as follows 
 
2 0 d p s sK K + + =   (6.7) 
The roots of the characteristic equation are 
 
2 1 1
4
2 2
d d p s K K K = - ± -   (6.8) 
From  Eq.  (6.8)  we  can  see,  by  the  system  will  be  stable  as  long  as  d K  and p K  are 
positive definite, symmetric matrices. 
It  can  be  noted  that  we  can  rewrite  Eq.  (6.7)  into  the  form  with 
[ ] ( ) 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 d n n n n n n K diag z w z w z w z w z w z w =  and   92 
( )
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 5 6 p n n n n n n K diag w w w w w w   =   . In this case,  i z  is then the damping 
ratio and  ni w  is then the natural frequency of the i coordinates of the error dynamics. In 
what follows, we simulated the control system using the Embedded MATLAB functions 
in  Simulink  to  gain  familiarity.  The  implementation  is  shown  as  a  block  diagram  in 
Figure 6-1. 
 
Figure 6-1: Control Using Feedback Linearization  
6.1.1  Case I: Static Case 
In the first case, we consider the initial positions are the following: 
( ) 0 1.3 p x = - ,  ( ) 0 0.2 p y = ,  ( ) 0 1.2 p z = ,  ( ) 0 0 x f = ,  ( ) 0 0 y f = ,  ( ) 0 0 z f = . 
And the desired trajectories are the following in each direction: 
( ) 1.5 p x t = - ,  ( ) 0 p y t = ,  ( ) 1 p z t = ,  ( ) 0 x t f = ,  ( ) 0 y t f = ,  ( ) 0 z t f = . 
The damping ratios  i z and the natural frequency  ni w  are selected as follows: 
1 0.4 z = ,  2 0.4 z = ,  3 0.4 z = ,  4 0.2 z = ,  5 0.2 z = ,  6 0.2 z =  
1 10 n w = ,  2 10 n w = ,  3 10 n w = ,  4 1 n w = ,  5 1 n w = ,  6 1 n w =  
Using fixed time step with sampling rate at 
3 10
- s, and using ode4 (Runge-Kutta) 
solver, we obtained the results shown in Figure 6-2.   93 
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-2: (a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving 
platform, and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-2(b), the largest actuator forces are determined to be less than 30N. in 
Figure 6-2(c-d), we can see that the settling time is about 1.2s. When the system is stable, 
the displacement errors are less than 
10 1 10
- ´ m, and orientation errors are almost zero and 
less than 
16 1 10
- ´ rad. 
6.1.2  Case II: Trajectory 1 
In the second case, the initial positions we considered are as follows: 
( ) 0 1.3 p x = - ,  ( ) 0 0.2 p y = ,  ( ) 0 1.2 p z = ,  ( ) 0 0 x f = ,  ( ) 0 0 y f = ,  ( ) 0 0 z f = . 
And the desired trajectories in each direction are the following: 
( ) ( ) 1.5 0.2sin 3 p x t t = - + ,  ( ) ( ) 0.2sin 3 p y t t = ,  ( ) ( ) 1 0.2sin 3 p z t t = + ,  
( ) 0 x t f = ,  ( ) 0 y t f = ,  ( ) 0 z t f = . 
The damping ratios  i z and the natural frequency  ni w  are selected as follows:   94 
1 0.4 z = ,  2 0.4 z = ,  3 0.4 z = ,  4 0.2 z = ,  5 0.2 z = ,  6 0.2 z =  
1 10 n w = ,  2 10 n w = ,  3 10 n w = ,  4 1 n w = ,  5 1 n w = ,  6 1 n w =  
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-3: (a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving 
platform, and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
Using the same simulation setting, we obtain the results as shown Figure 6-3. In 
Figure 6-3(b) the largest actuator forces are determined to beless than 20N. In Figure 
6-3(c-d), the settling time is about 1.2s.  When the system is stable, the displacement 
errors  are  less  than 
11 7 10
- ´ m,  and  orientation  errors  are  almost  zero  and  less  than 
17 7 10
- ´ rad. 
 
6.1.3  Case III: Trajectory 2 
In the third case, the initial positions we considered are as follows: 
( ) 0 1.3 p x = - ,  ( ) 0 0.2 p y = ,  ( ) 0 1.2 p z = ,  ( ) 0 0 x f = ,  ( ) 0 0 y f = ,  ( ) 0 0 z f = .   95 
And the desired trajectories in each direction are the following: 
( ) 1.5 p x t = - ,  ( ) 0 p y t = ,  ( ) 1 p z t = ,  ( ) 0 x t f = ,  ( ) 0 y t f = ,  ( ) ( ) 0.35sin 3 z t t f = . 
The damping ratios  i z and the natural frequency  ni w  are selected as follows: 
1 0.4 z = ,  2 0.4 z = ,  3 0.4 z = ,  4 0.2 z = ,  5 0.2 z = ,  6 0.2 z =  
1 10 n w = ,  2 10 n w = ,  3 10 n w = ,  4 5 n w = ,  5 5 n w = ,  6 10 n w =  
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-4: (a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving 
platform, and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
Using the same simulation setting, we obtain the results as shown in Figure 6-4. In 
Figure 6-4(b) the largest actuator forces are determined to be less than 30N. In Figure 
6-4(c-d), the settling time is about 1.2s.  When the system is stable, the displacement 
errors and orientation errors along  x, y axes are almost zero, and the orientation error 
along  z axis is less than 
4 1 10
- ´ rad. 
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6.2  Using DynaFlexPro Block as A Plant in MATLAB/Simulink 
In this section, we use the same controller developed previously and apply it to the 
Simulink block generated from DynaFlexPro as the control plant. All of the three cases 
presented  are  using  the  same  forward  dynamics  block  with  Baumgarte  stabilization 
parameters  of  30 a = ,  30 b = .  The  implementation  is  shown  as  a  block  diagram  in 
Figure 6-5. 
 
Figure 6-5: Using DynaFlexPro Block as A Plant in MATLAB/Simulink 
6.2.1  Case I: Static Case 
The desired trajectories and initial positions are the same as previous section. 
The damping ratios  i z and the natural frequency  ni w  are selected as follows: 
1 0.4 z = ,  2 0.4 z = ,  3 0.4 z = ,  4 0.2 z = ,  5 0.2 z = ,  6 0.2 z =  
1 10 n w = ,  2 10 n w = ,  3 10 n w = ,  4 10 n w = ,  5 10 n w = ,  6 10 n w =  
(a)  (b)   97 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-6: (a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving 
platform, and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
The simulation results of the first case are very similar to the simulations presented 
in the previous section. In Figure 6-6(b) the maximum actuator forces are about 30N. In 
Figure  6-6(c-d),  the  settling  time  is  about  1.2s.  When  the  system  is  stable,  the 
displacement and orientation errors are almost zero. Hence, this verifies the applicability 
of DynaFlexPro in Control Verification. 
6.2.2  Case II: Trajectory 1 
The desired trajectories 1 and initial positions are the same as previous section. 
The damping ratios  i z and the natural frequency  ni w  are selected as follows: 
1 0.4 z = ,  2 0.4 z = ,  3 0.4 z = ,  4 0.2 z = ,  5 0.2 z = ,  6 0.2 z =  
1 10 n w = ,  2 10 n w = ,  3 10 n w = ,  4 10 n w = ,  5 10 n w = ,  6 10 n w =  
(a)  (b)   98 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-7: (a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving 
platform, and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
The  simulation  results  of  the  second  case  are  very  similar  to  the  simulations 
presented in the previous section. In Figure 6-7(b) the largest actuator forces are less than 
20N. In Figure 6-7(c-d), the settling time is about 1.2s. When the system is stable, the 
displacement errors in x and y directions are less than 
4 4 10
- ´ m, the displacement error 
in  z  direction  is  less  than 
2 1 10
- ´ m,  and  orientation  error  along  x  axis  is  less  than 
4 1 10
- ´ rad, and orientation errors along y and z axis are less than 
3 2 10
- ´ rad. Hence, this 
verifies the applicability of DynaFlexPro in Control Verification. 
6.2.3  Case III: Trajectory 2 
The desired trajectories 2 and initial positions are the same as previous section. 
The damping ratios  i z and the natural frequency  ni w  are selected as follows: 
1 0.4 z = ,  2 0.4 z = ,  3 0.4 z = ,  4 0.2 z = ,  5 0.2 z = ,  6 0.2 z =  
1 10 n w = ,  2 10 n w = ,  3 10 n w = ,  4 5 n w = ,  5 5 n w = ,  6 10 n w =  
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(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-8: (a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving 
platform, and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
The  simulation  results  of  the  second  case  are  very  similar  to  the  simulations 
presented in the previous section. In Figure 6-7(b) the largest actuator forces are less than 
20N. In Figure 6-8(b) the largest actuator forces are less than 30N. In Figure 6-8(c-d), the 
settling  time  is  about  1.2s.  When  the  system  is  stable,  the  displacement  errors  and 
orientation error along x axis are almost zero, the orientation error along z axis is less 
than 
2 2 10
- ´ rad, and orientation errors along y axis are less than 
4 3 10
- ´ rad,  
 
6.3  Stabilizing Inverse Dynamics Control 
In  this  section,  we  consider  the  effect  on  Baumgarte  stabilization  factors  in  the 
inverse  dynamic  control.  The  augmented  dynamic  equations  with  the  constraints 
reactions are the following: 
 
T dp
M C f F
dt
+ =   (6.9) 
Subject to 
2 2 0 c a b + Y + F =  
( ) , ,
dq
h p q t
dt
=  
where    100 
-  f  contains the reaction  loads in the cotree joints that enforce the  kinematic 
constraints and actuator forces. In this system  f  is a  24 1 ´  vector, include 18 
reaction forces in 6 spherical joints and 6 actuator forces in 6 prismatic joints. 
- C  is the corresponding coefficient matrix 24 24 ´ .  
- 
dp
dt
is the time derivative of generalized coordinates 24 1 ´  
- F is a 24 1 ´  vector and includes actuator forces, Coriolis and centrifugal forces 
and gravitational forces. 
-  , , , 0 p
dp dp
p q t e
dt dt
c   = = Y -  
 
 is  acceleration-level  kinematic  constrain 
equations, which are nonlinear in  p  and q, and linear in accelerations. 
-  , , , 0 p
dp
p q t p c
dt
  Y = = Y -  
 
 is  velocity-level  kinematic  constraint  equations, 
which are nonlinear in the coordinates qand linear in the speeds  p  
-  ( ) , 0 q t F =  is position-level kinematic  constraint equations in terms of the n 
coordinates. 
-  p  is generalized speeds 
-  q  is generalized  coordinates selected  by  user,  in  this  model,  they  are ( ) p x t , 
( ) p y t ,  ( ) p z t ,  ( ) 1 d t ,  ( ) 2 d t ,  ( ) 3 d t ,  ( ) 4 d t ,  ( ) 5 d t ,  ( ) 6 d t ,  ( ) z t f ,  ( ) y t f ,  ( ) x t f , 
( ) 1 t f ,  ( ) 1 t q ,  ( ) 2 t f ,  ( ) 2 t q ,  ( ) 3 t f ,  ( ) 3 t q ,  ( ) 4 t f ,  ( ) 4 t q ,  ( ) 5 t f ,  ( ) 5 t q ,  ( ) 6 t f , 
( ) 6 t q  
- ( ) , , h p q t  is right-hand side of transformation between 
dq
dt
 and  p  
Converting  the  DAEs  to  ODEs  is  to  replace  the  position  constraints  with  the 
acceleration constraints, we can then numerically integrated simultaneously the ODEs 
from the dynamic equations to get the state profiles. In the integration process, since the 
accumulation  of  numerical  errors  will  lead  to  violations  in  the  position  constraint 
equations, Baumgarte proposed a method to stabilize these constraints by combining the 
position, velocity and acceleration constraints into a single expression of:   101 
2 2 0 c a b + Y + F =  
which can be written as a linear equation in terms of accelerations:  
 
2 2 p
dp
e
dt
a b e Y = - Y- F =   (6.10) 
where 
-  p Y  is Jacobian matrix of the velocity constraint equations with respect to the 
generalized speeds 
-   ( ) , ,
p d dc
e p q t p
dt dt
Y
= -  is right-hand side of the acceleration-level kinematic 
constraint equations 
 
Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10) consist of system ODEs, writing equations into the  AY B =  
form, we get: 
 
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
dp
dt M C F
dq
h
dt
f e
 
 
     
      =      
    Y       
   
  (6.11) 
where 
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
M C
A
 
  =  
  Y  
, 
dp
dt
dq
Y
dt
f
 
 
 
  =  
 
 
   
 and 
F
B h
e
 
  =  
   
 
From Eq. (5.10) derivative of state variables 
T
dp dq
dt dt
 
   
 and reaction forces  f can 
be obtained by:  
 
1
0
0 1 0
0 0
T
p
dp
dt M C F
dq
h
dt
f e
-
 
 
     
      =      
    Y        
   
  (6.12)   102 
Actuator forces are functions of the state variables and the desired prismatic joint 
motions: 
  [ ]
2
2 , , ,
T d l dl
f f p q l
dt dt
 
=  
 
  (6.13) 
where 
- [ ]
T
p q are state variables, comprised of generalized speeds and coordinates 
- 
2
2
d l
dt
 is desired prismatic joint acceleration 
- 
dl
dt
 is desired prismatic joint velocity 
- l is desired prismatic joint position 
 
Figure 6-9: Stabilizing Inverse Dynamics 
6.3.1  Case I: Static Case 
(1)  10 a = ,  10 b =  in Inverse dynamics 
In  Figure 6-10(a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters 
are 10 a = ,  10 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  are 
30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
- s. Use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator. 
(a)  (b)   103 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-10: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  10 a = ,  10 b = , forward 
dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  (a) 
Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, and 
(d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-10(b) the largest actuator forces are less than 30N. In Figure 6-10(c-d), 
the settling time is about 0.8s. When the system is stable, displacement errors are less 
than 
15 9 10
- ´ m, and orientation errors are almost zero less than 
15 5 10
- ´ rad. 
 
(2)  30 a = ,  30 b =  Inverse dynamics 
In  Figure 6-11(a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters 
are 30 a = ,  30 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  are 
30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
- s. Use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator. 
(a)  (b)   104 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-11: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , 
forward dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  
(a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, 
and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-11(b) the largest actuator forces are about 220N. In Figure 6-11(c-d), the 
settling time is about 0.2s. When the system is stable, displacement errors are less than 
15 3 10
- ´ m, and orientation errors are almost zero less than 
16 6 10
- ´ rad. 
 
(3)  50 a = ,  50 b =  Inverse dynamics 
In  Figure 6-12Figure 6-10(a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization 
parameters  are 50 a = ,  50 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization 
parameters  are  30 a = ,  30 b = ,  fixed  time  step 
3 10
- s.  Use  ode4  (Runge-Kutta)  as 
integrator. 
 
(a)  (b)   105 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-12: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  50 a = ,  50 b = , 
forward dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  
(a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, 
and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform  
 
In Figure 6-12(b) the maximum actuator forces are about 500N. In Figure 6-12(c-d), 
the settling time is about 0.1s. When the system is stable, displacement errors are less 
than 
15 2 10
- ´ m, and orientation errors are almost zero less than 
16 5 10
- ´ rad. 
From  above,  we  can  see  that  for  the  Stewart  platform  simulation,  larger  the 
Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  of  inverse  dynamis,  faster  the  tracking  error 
converges, much larger the maximum actuator forces.  
6.3.2  Case II: Trajectory 1 
(1)  10 a = ,  10 b =  Inverse dynamics 
In  Figure 6-13(a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters 
are 10 a = ,  10 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  are 
30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
- s. Use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator. 
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(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-13: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  10 a = ,  10 b = , forward 
dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  (a) 
Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, and 
(d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-13(b) the largest actuator forces are less than 16N. In Figure 6-13(c-d), 
the settling time is about 1.2s. When the system is stable, displacement errors are less 
than 
2 2 10
- ´ m, and orientation errors are almost zero less than 
3 4 10
- ´ rad. 
 
(2)  30 a = ,  30 b =  Inverse dynamics 
In  Figure 6-14(a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters 
are 30 a = ,  30 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  are 
30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
- s. Use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator. 
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(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-14: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , 
forward dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  
(a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, 
and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-14(b) the maximum actuator forces are about 175N. In Figure 6-14(c-d), 
the settling time is about 0.2s. When the system is stable, displacement errors are less 
than 
3 2 10
- ´ m, and orientation errors are almost zero less than 
4 3 10
- ´ rad. 
 
(3)  50 a = ,  50 b =  Inverse dynamics 
In  Figure 6-15(a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters 
are 50 a = ,  50 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  are 
30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
- s. Use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator. 
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(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-15: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  50 a = ,  50 b = , 
forward dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  
(a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, 
and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-15(b) the maximum actuator forces are about 400N. In Figure 6-15(c-d), 
the settling time is about 0.1s. When the system is stable, displacement errors are less 
than 
4 7 10
- ´ m, and orientation errors are almost zero less than 
4 1 10
- ´ rad. 
 
6.3.3  Case III: Trajectory 2 
(1)  10 a = ,  10 b =  Inverse dynamics 
In  Figure 6-16(a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters 
are 10 a = ,  10 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  are 
30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
- s. Use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator. 
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(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-16: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  10 a = ,  10 b = , forward 
dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  (a) 
Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, and 
(d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-16(b) the maximum actuator forces are about 30N. In Figure 6-16(c-d), 
the settling time is about 0.8s. When the system is stable, the displacement errors in x and 
y  axis  directions  and  the  orientation  errors  along  x  and  y  axis  are  almost  zero,  the 
displacement error in z direction is less than 
3 2 10
- ´ m, and orientation errors along z axis 
is less than 
2 2 10
- ´ rad. 
 
(2)  30 a = ,  30 b =  Inverse dynamics 
In  Figure 6-17(a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters 
are 30 a = ,  30 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  are 
30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
- s. Use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator.   110 
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-17: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , 
forward dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  
(a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, 
and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-17(b) the maximum actuator forces are about 250N. In Figure 6-17(c-d), 
the settling time is about 0.2s. When the system is stable, the displacement errors in x and 
y  direction  and  the  orientation  errors  along  x  and  y  directions  are  almost  zero,  the 
disaplacment error in z direction is less than 
4 5 10
- ´ m, and the orientation errors along z 
axis is less than 
3 2 10
- ´ rad. 
 
(3)  50 a = ,  50 b =  Inverse dynamics 
In Figure 6-18 (a) the inverse dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters 
are 10 a = ,  10 b = ,  forward  dynamics  block  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  are 
30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
- s. Use ode4 (Runge-Kutta) as integrator.   111 
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 6-18: Inverse Dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  50 a = ,  50 b = , 
forward dynamics block Baumgarte stabilization parameters  30 a = ,  30 b = , fixed time step 
3 10
-  
(a) Simulink block, (b) Actuator forces, (c) Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform, 
and (d) Errors between Desired and actual trajectories of the moving platform 
 
In Figure 6-18(b) the maximum actuator forces are about 500N. In Figure 6-18(c-d), 
the settling time is about 0.1s. When the system is stable, the displacement errors in x and 
y direction and the orientation errors along x and y axis are almost zero, the disaplacment 
error in z direction is less than 
4 2 10
- ´ m, and the orientation errors along z axis is less 
than 
4 4 10
- ´ rad. 
From the above three trajectories tracking, in order to avoid large actuator forces, we 
prefer  to  use  smaller  Baumgarte  stabilization  parameters  and  the  tracking  errors  will 
converge  slower.  However,  it  is  more  accurate  when  the  Baumgarte  stabilization 
parameters are larger. There is a compromise between accuracy and computational loads.   112 
6.3.4  Control Gains Selections 
Table 10 Control Gains Selections 
alpha = 
beta 
10    30 
  Max Input 
Forces 
Settling 
Time 
Max Input 
Forces 
Settling 
Time 
Max Input 
Forces 
Settling 
Time 
Case I  30N  0.8s  220N  0.2s  500N  0.1s 
Case II  16N  1.2s  175N  0.2s  400N  0.1s 
Case III  30N  0.8s  250N  0.2s  500N  0.1s 
 
Finally, we also tuned the gains of the control systems. As we mentioned last time, 
the alpha and beta values are like the Kp and Kd values. We varied these values in all 
these cases, and examined the maximum required input forces and settling time of the 
error. We can see that, when alpha and beta are increased, the maximum input forces are 
increased, but the settling time decreases. This shows that when the gains are higher, the 
system responds faster but required higher input forces to achieve the desired goal. Hence, 
the control gain selection is very important in control design.   113 
7  Limitations and Conclusion 
7.1  Limitation 
Although  algorithmic  and  computational  advances  have  helped  create  numerous 
multibody  computer-aided  engineering  (MCAE)  tools  such  as  DynaFlexPro  to  help 
analyzing ever-more-complex multibody systems, these tools have numerous limitations. 
1. There is an implicit assumption that the user has the capability and familiarity to 
perform  the  initial  modeling.  Suitable  selection  of  frames  of  references,  generalized 
coordinates, and other aspects can have a tremendous influence on the resulting form and 
size of the equations of motion, which would then affect the simulation results. 
2. The user is expected to have a good grasp of Maple programming concepts and 
data-storage construction to effectively use the results. 
3. When a system encounters the singularity problems, the system can crash and 
numerical simulation cannot be generated. 
4. This package does not have 3D visualization capabilities and automate mass and 
inertia  calculations.  Models  might  be  difficult  to  parameterize  using  dynamic  system 
characteristics,  such  as  masses  or  inertias  as  opposed  to  more  traditional  geometric 
characteristics such as lengths that are prevalent in MCAE systems. This severely limits 
the usability of the software independently without other software such as MATLAB. 
5.  Models  created  with  most  MCAE  tools  are  unsuitable  for  real-time 
implementation. It is important to have high performance processor to perform the real-
time  simulation.  However,  it  is  possible  to  distribute  the  computation  in  multiple 
processors, which are out of the scope of the thesis. 
6. The users are required to understand adequate amount of knowledge in the context 
of  multibody  dynamic  simulation.  Approaches  such  as  converted  ODE  approach  are 
usually  hidden  from  the  user  of  other  MCAE  software,  yet  still  able  to  implement 
successfully. 
7. In parallel manipulator variables, the user is unable to select joint spaces variables 
or  task  space  variables  independently  as state variables.  This  complicates  the  control 
problems.   114 
7.2  Conclusion 
In  this  thesis,  we  explore  the  symbolic  kinematic  and  dynamic  analysis  using 
DynaFlexPro  under  Maple  and  MATLAB/Simulink  environment.  The  software  was 
reviewed in detailed and used to model the 6 DOF Stewart platform. Both forward and 
inverse dynamic models were developed and compared with the analytical results shown 
in the literature. It can be seen that Baumgarte stabilization factor plays significant role in 
trading off the accuracy and computational loads in the above simulations. Control using 
stabilizing  inverse  dynamics  was  implemented  to  enhance  trajectory  tracking  of  the 
system. Finally, limitations of the software were enumerated so that improvement of the 
software can be departed from these suggestions. 
7.3  Future work 
 
Implementation  of  the  blocks  in  real-time  framework  in  MATLAB  Real-Time 
Workshop framework: 
Several attempts were made – highly relied on the processor capabilities to simulate 
such complicated dynamical system 
Parallelization is needed – to distribute the computation among multiple processors.    115 
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